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Micro/milli-fluidic devices are becoming more recognised because of their increasing
number of applications, particularly in both academic and industrial settings. Thus, it
is essential to develop analytical techniques to optimise and advance these systems.
In this thesis, the fundamentals of Ghost Particle Velocimetry (GPV) for investigating
flow velocity fields in milli-fluidic channels are explored. This innovative technique
has only been recently introduced and has already been proven useful in small scale
phenomena investigations. In this work the GPV has been developed to experimentally
characterise a recent unexpected event, which involved the capture of light suspended
materials in a branched junction. This vortex breakdown induced phenomenon allows to
test, for the first time, the brand new technique in the presence of complex fluid-dynamic
structures, such as vortices and recirculation zones.
Several experiments were performed to fully exploit the capability of GPV in carrying
out 3D flow reconstructions, in different geometries and fluid-dynamic states. The results
obtained were validated and verified by comparing them with the well-established micron
scale Particle Image Velocimetry (µPIV). Differences between these techniques were
identified in terms of qualitative and quantitative parameters in order to conduct a
performance comparison, underlining strengths and weaknesses of each technique. Two
important GPV’s parameters were deepen investigated: the camera frame rate and
tracers conecentration; in order to confirm the technique’s consistence. Ultimately the
results were also compared with Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) performed by
Princeton University ; a hard “competition” for the experimental technique, which it has
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sensor
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Frame Number of frame pairs at which the percentual errors committed is
lower (and remain) than 5%
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the sample
x
NA Numberical Aperture of the microscope lenses system
NAc Numerical aperture of the condenser lenses system
nfr Number of the frame used for the tests
ν Kinematic velocity of the fluid [m2/s]
Sv Thermodynamic pressure [N/m2]
Re Reynolds number
ρ Density of the fluid [kg/m3]
ρp partcicle density [kg/m3]
S Section perpendicular to the mean flow [m2]
St Stokes number
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T Viscous stress tensor[N/m2]
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This introductory chapter outlines the main topics of the thesis work, illustrating
the motivations that have driven its realization, and carriying out a rapid overview of
the dissertation.
1.1 Microfluidics and flow velocity field
As described in the abstract, the Ghost Particle Velocimetry (GPV) is used to
evaluate the flow velocity field inside millimeters scale devices. In this section the
concept of microfluidics and flow velocity field are briefly introduced and addressed.
Microfluidic systems
A common definition of microfluidics is, "the science and technology of systems that
process or manipulate extremely small amounts of fluids, using channels with dimensions
of tens to hundreds of micrometers" (M. Whitesides 2006). An example of microfluidic
system is shown in Figure 1.1 at pag. 1.1. Thus, microfluidics is both the science
which studies the behaviour of fluids through micro-channels, as well as the technology
of manufacturing micro-miniaturized devices containing chambers and tunnels where
fluids are confined. The roots of microfluidics can be found in three main different
fields: microanalysis, biodefence and microelectronics. Microfluidics was first applied in
microbiology as a tool for analysis, because it allows to operate with very small volumes
1
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Figure 1.1: Example of microfluidic system
of samples. Furthermore, the possibility to implement several functions in a small
and cheap device dramatically increased the popularity of microfluidics in this branch.
As many other scientific discipline, research for military purposes stimulated a lot of
effort on the development of microfluidics technology, as a defence tool against potential
bacteriological threats. The third contribution, as previously mentioned, came from
microelectronics. The manufacturing techniques used in microelectronics were highly
utilized in the infancy of microfluidics, using silicon and glass as raw materials. The
latter are partially being replaced with lower cost polymers with better biocompatibility
and physical properties.
Today microfluidics is a multidisciplinary subject intersecting engineering, physics,
chemistry, biochemistry and biotechnology, where physical and chemical properties
of liquids and gases at the microscale are exploited to design several useful tasks.
Microfluidic devices offer a number of benefits over conventionally sized systems, concisely
given below:
• Less volume of sample, chemicals and reagents are required for the analyses or
processes, reducing costs and wasted materials;
• They are portable due to their extremely compact size. Accurate measurements,
analytical sensitivity and excellent data quality;
• Quicker experiments due to the shorter reactions and/or separation times. Easy
variable control, such as temperature and species concentrations;
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• The processes can be automized, enhancing the global performance.
• Low energy consumption;
It is for all this reasons that microfluidic systems gained a lot of attention and are used
in a variety of applications in different field of study, such as biology, medicine, chemical
and aerospace engineering, and many more. Some of the interesting applications of
microfluidics are outlined in the following paragraphs.
Laboratory on a chip One of the main microfluidic applications of microfluidics is the
so-called "Laboratory on a chip". The concept involves integrating all the functionalities
of an entire laboratory within a single microfluidic chip. For instance, in cell biology,
researchers are able to culture their cells within a microfluidic device as well as have
the capability to inject drugs and monitor responses real time at a cellular basis. An
example of a biological "lab on a chip" device is shown in Figure 1.2. It is used to study
the growth of microbial populations, thanks to the inclusion of an intricate plumbing
and pneumatic valves system. The coloured fluids are dyes, that are introduced in the
device in order to trace the channels (M. Whitesides 2006).
Figure 1.2: Biological laboratory on a chip complex micro-device (M. Whitesides 2006).
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Monitoring and controlling how the surrounding environment affects the system has
also been studied extensively. The former can be achieved by implementing a solid state
sensor in the microfluidic device such as an electrolyte-insulator-semiconductor (EIS) or
a ion-selective-field-effect-transistor (ISFET) to perform real-time and high precision
measurement of some important parameters (such as the pH ). For the latter, systems of
valves and reservoirs can be incorporated to regulate the parameter levels accordingly in
response to the environmental changes that take place in the culture chamber.
Micro-reactors and micro-mixers Micro-reactor technology has evolved from a
highly advanced "toy" for Chemical Engineers to a versatile tool for chemical synthesis,
in the past two decades. Today, micro-structured devices offer greatly enhanced mixing
and heating capabilities with improved product profiles and higher yields in comparison
to classic processes. The small reactor volume, usually less than a millimeter, facilitates
the safe and easy handling of hazardous or unstable materials and highly exothermic
reactions in micro-reactors. In addition,parameter screening is quick and easy, making
them an ideal tool for process development. Finally micro-reactors are generally operated
in a continuous mode, but thanks to the volumetric capacity involved, the boundary
conditions or even the synthesis itself can be changed rapidly. An example of microreactor
is detailed in the following Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Micro-reactor example.
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Point Of Care Another field where microfluidics is used is in "Point Of Care (POC)".
POC entails medical analyses which are carried out in the proximity of the patient care
site. Microfluidic devices are cheap and disposable which are beneficial for its medical
application. Current applications of microfluidics in POC are involve pregnancy testing,
HIV diagnosis, glucose biosensors and drug screening.Despite its many uses, these devices
are still not widely used. However, as mentioned, microfluidics are expected to be more
popular in this field as they allow quick processing, requires low throughput and small
sample volume which are all crucial in POC applications.
Functionally Granded Materials Functionally Graded Materials (FGM) are solids
characterised by their varying composition and/or structure gradually over their volume,
which determines their physical properties. The materials can be designed for specific
functions and applications through flow control in microfluidic devices. Embedding elec-
trodes and micro-heaters the device allows the induction of external forces to manipulate
single components and create gradients of concentration. The transport of complex
fluids and multiphase flows such as colloidal suspensions, polymers, gels or emulsions
can be easily managed to create permanent concentration gradient inside the material.
An interesting FGM fabricated in microfluidic devices are biocompatible materials used
in tissue engineering and wound healing.
In conclusion, microfluidics is still in its infancy and a great deal of work needs to be
done before it can be claimed to be more than just an active field of academic or specialized
industry research. The future of microfluidics is looking very positive as the fundamentals
of the field are very strong. Many of the world’s technology requires fluid manipulation,
and the capability to do such manipulations in small volumes with precise dynamic
control over concentrations, is becoming more and more important (M. Whitesides 2006).




A vector field is the map of a specific physical quantity inside an analysed system. A
vector, which represents the magnitude and direction of the physical quantity, is assigned
to each point of the system. This principle allows to characterise how the physical
quantity changes from point to point. Some important examples of vector fields studied
in science and engineering disciplines are the magnetic, electric, gravitational force and
flow velocity fields. In this thesis, the focus is on flow velocity fields, namely the fluid flow
speed has been calculated in each point of the system. The typical way to describe it is a
collection of arrows, whose magnitude and direction symbolize the same properties of the
speed vectors. The arrows are usually combined with a colourmap representation, where
a scale of colour is used to emphasise the magnitude of the velocity vectors. An example
of a classical flow velocity field representation is depicted Figure 1.4. The flow velocity
Figure 1.4: Classical flow velocity field representation.
field can be evaluated using different approaches, but this thesis project is focused on the
most common flow visualisation techniques available for micro/milli-fluidic applications.
In particular the methods analysed are numerical simulations and two experimental
techniques: the well-established micron scale version of Particle Image Velocimetry
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(µPIV) and the novel, but extremely interesting, GPV. These optical techniques are able
to evaluate the flow features, by exploiting the outstanding images quality of modern
video cameras, directly embedded in the microscope. A picture of the experimental
equipments for the µPIV experiments is shown in Figure 1.5,.




1.2 Aims and Objectives
GPV has been recently introduced and has been used to analyse a small number
of classical fluid flow contexts, such as the flow in a straight tube or around a square
pillar. The purpose of this thesis is to implement and develop the novel technique
for the investigation of more complicated flow features. In the vortex breakdown
induced particle trapping, although the fluid-dynamic regime is laminar and steady
state, some complex structures arise close to the branching junction. The fluid flow is
three-dimensional, strongly dependent on the channel’s depth and the velocities have a
significant longitudinal component. This is one of the worse condition for a planar flow
visualization technique (see Section 3.2), thus it shall be tested severely. Demonstrating
the GPV capability to analyse complex fluid-dynamic features, can turn it into an
easy and powerful tool, for numerical simulations validations and real time evolution
investigation of a huge amount of micro/milli-fluidic applications. The GPV may be
used to study high-speed, steady state or unsteady phenomena in lab-on-a-chip devices,
extremely simply to be transported and handled. Thanks to its potentially low cost, it
may become an economical alternative to the sometimes awkward and expensive µPIV.
To summarise, this thesis project aims to give a contribution for the implementation
and investigation of this innovative technique, which may become an outstanding tool
in future.
The experiments conducted followed a specific "roadmap", which allowed the outlined
objectives to be achieved. The guidelines that have driven the tests are summarised
below:
• Implement the GPV for a 3D reconstruction of a complex flow velocity field, in
different fluid-dynamic states and device geometries;
• Validate and compare the results obtained with the well-established µPIV;
• Compare the GPV performance with the µPIV;
• Validate some crucial technique parameter;




A briefly overview of the dissertation is given in this section. It consists in eight
main chapters:
• Chapter 1 is an overall introduction to the thesis work is carried out. The research
topics are introdused and presented in the light of scientific as well as industrial
environments. The motivations and goals are discussed, and the experiments
outlines are summarised;
• Chapter 2 is a literature review section on basic fluid-dynamic fundamentals, where
the importance of the flow characterisation is described and contextualised, with
particular attention to Chemical Engineering applications. A deepen discussion
concerning the experimental particle velocimetry techniques is given, and a large
explanation of the widespread Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is carried out.
The micron scale application of the PIV, µPIV, is discussed in details, as it is one of
the experimental technique used to characterise the particle trapping phenomenon.
The latter one is an unexpected particles capture event, recently discovered at
Princeton University, which is addressed and explained in the last part of the
chapter;
• Chapter 3 is dedicated to describe the fundamentals and practical implementation
of the GPV. The first section presents some important theoretical aspects of
optics and speckle pattern visualization techniques. The second section outlines its
principles and operating procedures, wheareas the experimental setup is illustrated
in the final part;
• Chapter 4 aims to show all the materials and methods that were utilized in the
experiments. The device preparation procedure is described step by step, as well
as image processing procedure and the two experimental setup. The branching
junctions geometries and fluid-dynamic conditions are carefully listed, and the
main tests’ parameters, as interrogation region size and time intervals, are pointed
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out. At the end, a results description section is illustrated to address the correct
interpretation of the experimental outcomes;
• Chapter 5 entails the validation and comparation of the GPV’s results against
the µPIV outcomes. Fluid flow in a T-shaped junction at five different Reynolds
numbers is investigated, for both optical techniques, to obtain comparable results,
which are scrutinised qualitatively and quantitatively. The outcomes consistency
is deeply ensured by verifying the stability and convergence of the tests. A wide
performance comparison is performed, analysing the main differences, strengths
and weaknesses of the two techniques;
• Chapter 6 presents further validations that have been carried out to demonstrate
GPV’s reliability and consistency. Two of the fundamentals technique parameters
are profoundly investigated: the tracers concentration and the camera frame rate.
The results obtained are compared with empirical statements and previous work
assumptions. An interesting discovery about the tracers concentration is reported,
disclosing how this recently implemented technique could still be improved;
• Chapter 7 is dedicated to completely expose the potential of GPV. The particle
trapping evolution is illustrated by testing four Reynolds numbers, and deeply
analysing the flow features involved. The capability to perform 3D flow visualisa-
tion is demonstrated by studying five different planes along the channel’s depth.
Wheareas the branching junction geometry influence is highlighted investigating
the Y-shaped and Arrow-shaped devices. All the results obtained are widely
compared with numerical simulations.
• Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation. The strong and weak points of GPV are
discussed and some possible improvements are suggested. The future works and




This chapter contains a review of the current literature concerning the experimental
flow visualisation technique. In the first section the basic fluid-dynamic concepts are
reminded and the theoretical aspects of the fluid flow investigations are illustrated. In
the second part, the particle velocimetry techniques are pointed out, focusing on the
most widespread technique, the Particle Image Velocimetry. Its micron scale application,
the µPIV, is successively described, and, in the final part of the chapter, the peculiar
capture phenomenon investigated is outlined.
2.1 Fluid-dynamic fundamentals
Fluid-dynamics is a branch of applied science that is concerned with the movement
of liquids and gases. Scientists from a variety of different research fields are interested in
fluid-dynamics, because it provides methods for investigating several natural phenomenon,
ranging from the evolution of stars, ocean currents, weather patterns, to even blood
circulation. An enormous amount of important technological applications rely on fluid
flow, including rocket engines, wind turbines, oil pipelines, cooling systems, etc... A
thorough explanation of the fluid-dynamic laws is practically impossible, therefore this
review shall summarise only the main equations and assumptions involved in the work.
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The flow velocity field characteristics are chiefly outlined by the relative relevance of
the convective momentum flux (inertial forces) with respect to the diffusive momentum
flux (viscous forces) (Mauri 2005); in absence of chemical reactions, tough thermal
exchanges, or any other dominant phenomenon. The momentum fluxes are "absorbed"
by an dimensionless parameter, the Reynolds number, which gives, for this reason, an
immediate indication about the flow regime. Defining U as the superficial velocity,
namely the ratio between the volumetric flow rate (v˙) and the section perpendicular to




















Where ρ, µ and ν are the fluid properties, density, dynamic viscosity and kinematic
viscosity, respectively; while Lc is the characteristic size of the application considered.
In the experiments, an aqueous suspension travels, under steady state conditions,
inside a branched junction, with Reynolds numbers ranging from 50 to 400. The fluid
flow far from the splitting has the typical laminar profile, comparable to the pipeline case.
However, close to the bifurcation, a the sudden direction change induces the development
of vortices, the emblematic fluid-dynamic structure of the turbulent regime. This is a very
particular case, where the fluid flow does not represent any of the conceptual definitions
of the regime. It is at steady state (globally and locally), stable and non-chaotic, so there
is no turbulence; but it does not flow according to the laminar profile, because it displays
a transversal convective flux (caused by the eddies). Leading on from this, in the peculiar
situation described, the fluid-dynamic problem can be solved by the introduction of
the mass and momentum conservation equations. For 3D flow visualisation the partial
12
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differential equations, usually referred to as the continuity (mass) and Navier-Stokes
equations (momentum), have to be solved. In a cartesian coordinate system and for the
assumption explained later, they can be written as reported (Galletti 2016):
~u(x, y, z) = (u, v, w) Velocity vector (2.4)
∇ · ~u = 0 Mass (2.5)
ρ (u · ∇~u) + ∂p
∂x
= µ∇2u + Svx x-momentum (2.6)
ρ (v · ∇~u) + ∂p
∂y
= µ∇2v + Svy y-momentum (2.7)
ρ (w · ∇~u) + ∂p
∂z
= µ∇2w + Svz z-momentum (2.8)
In the Equations the Svi for i = x, y, z terms have been introduced to take into
account the volumetric forces, as the gravity force, which can act upon the system.
Instead the letter p symbolises the thermodynamic pressure of the fluid, including its
static component (ρgh). As the system is at steady state, the time dependent terms
can be removed. The energy conservation law is not required, because there are no
vigorous thermal exchanges (the fluid is at ambient temperature). The channel size is
high enough to neglect micro domain effects and the fluid properties can be considered
constant in volume and time. The system of equation showed is a mathematically closed
problem, therefore the solution exists and is unique. However the analytical resolution
is rarely possible, thus a numerical approach has to be used to converge towards the
true solution.
All of the assumptions made have been carried out by correctly considering the
aqueous suspension as a Newtonian fluid. This entity is a continuum isotropic medium
where the viscous stresses are proportional to the rate of deformation (Galletti 2016).
For this type of fluids, it is possible to define a property, the dynamic viscosity µ, which
represents the proportional coefficient that links the physical quantities mentioned before.
The constitutive equation (Mauri 2005) for this type of fluids is reported, with the tensor
13
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notation, in the following Equation 2.9.
T = − pI + 2µD Constitutive equation (2.9)
Where the T, D and I are the viscous stress tensor, the deformation rate tensor and
the identical matrix, respectively. Further theoretical explanation regarding all of the
terms included in the equations might have be discussed, but have not been considered
as fundamental in this review.
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2.2 Multiphase flows
In the particle trapping phenomenon and in the particle velocimetry techniques
(to be illustrated in the following sections), an aqueous stream with light suspended
materials has been used for the experiments. This is a case of multiphase flow, where
small solid or gaseous particles are drugged by a liquid solvent. There are various possible
particle-fluid interactions, but this review will only describe the dimensions and equations
involved in the present work. The first parameter to take into account for multiphase
flow is the characteristic size of the particles, indicated by their diameter (or the
equivalent diameter (Mauri 2005)). The Knudsen number represents the ratio between
the "charecteristic dimension" of the liquid and the particle size. This dimensionless





Where Dp is the equivalent diameter and λfree is the mean free path for water, which
symbolises the charactheristic size of the liquid molecule interactions. Based on the
Knudsen number value, three different scenarios can be distiguished (Galletti 2016):
Kn > 1 The flow is defined as "free molecule flow" and kinetic
theory has to be used to solve the problem. This is be-
cause the particles have a size comparable to the molecule
distance, and the medium has to be considered as discrete;
10−3 <Kn < 1 "Transitional-slip flow" regime, for which practically no
analytic solutions are available and empirical correlation
are required;
Kn < 10−3 The fluid can be regarded as a continuum medium and
treated with the conventional flow equations, (see Sec-
tion 2.1), because the particles dispersed have a size of a
thousand times bigger than the molecule distance;
The second important parameter is the particle concentration, which defines two
15
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possible flow regimes: the diluted flow and the dense flow. In the first case the particle-
particle interactions are negligible, so each material can be considered as a single entity
dragged by the fluid flow; whereas in the dense case the particle motion is mainly
controlled by particles collisions. Obviously the latter case takes place at high values of
seeding concentration and the other at low values. The third criucial parameter is the
particle density (ρp), which together with the material diameter and fluid properties,
determines the particle’s capability to be transported by the flow. The Stokes number
represents the ratio between the characteristic "particle response time" (Galletti 2016)











Also for this dimensionless number, three situations can occur:
St 1 The particles do not imitate the fluid streamlines, as their inertia
is too high;
St 1 The particles perfectly track the fluid trajectories;
St ≈ 1 Both of the previous assumptions are not correct, and particles
partially follow the fluid motion;
In both the velocimetry techniques, tiny tracers and low concentration are used,
thus the multiphase flow can be regarded as diluted in a continuum medium. The
particles have a small dimension and density comparable to the water so they truly
match the fluid motions. These aspects will be explicitly set out in the material and
methods chapter, Section4.2. In the particle trapping phenomenon low concentration
light (typically ρp/ρ = 0.15) suspended materials are involved, with a size definitely
greater than the tracers but extremely variable (better described in the Section2.6).
For this reason the continuum and diluted hypothesis are even more respected, but the
particles’ Stokes number strongly depends on their dimension.
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2.3 Flow visualisation techniques
The flow visualisation techniques are theoretical and experimental methods able to
track the fluid motion, and study the flow features. As it has been described before
(see Section2.1) there is not an analytical solution to the partial differential equations
system which describes the fluid-dynamic context. For this reason the possible ways to
reconstruct the flow velocity field are:
• Numerical simulations;
• Experimental techniques;
Numerical simulations They are probably the most powerful tool to investigate the
flow features. A 3D flow visualisation is possible, with a complete characterisation of all
the quantities, such as pressure, vorticity, drag and lift forces, etc. . . , with an extremely
high spatial resolution. A deeper understanding of the fluid flow is feasible by exploiting
the wide amount of different codes commercially available. The possible Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software that can be used to investigate the specific case study,
such as Fluent by ANSYS ®, openFOAM ®, Comsol Multiphysics ®, etc...
Figure 2.1: Computational Fluid Dynamics.
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In the Figure 2.1 on the previous page, an expample of CFD investigation and
some famous commercial codes are reported. Different numerical methods can be used
to solve the partial differential equations (see Section 2.1); the right one has to be
selected based on the specific fluid-dynamic problem. In this thesis project, numerical
simulations, recently performed by Princeton University, have been employed to carry
out a comparison with the GPV results. Jesse T. Ault and Howard A. Stone have
utilized the free licence code openFoam ® to implement the most robust solution
method, called Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS). In this case any further physical
model is enforced for the resolution, just very small volumetric elements are chosen
to locally integrate the differential equations (Finite Volume Methods (Galletti 2016)).
The numerical simulations results have been summarised in two papers, which illustrate
the particle trapping phenomenon (Vigolo et al. 2014) in different branching junction
geometries (T.Ault et al. 2016). In addition also the raw data, kindly offered by
the American University, has been used for a proper comparison (as described in the
Chapter7). Numerical simulations are extremely flexible; the boundary conditions, fluid
properties, compositions, and system geometries can be easily and quickly changed with
minimal effort. Nevertheless some fluid flow features (as turbulence’s micro-scale) or
some physical interactions (particle-flow multiple coupling) can be problematic to model
or computationally "expensive". Moreover, they always need observational validation,
thus experimental techniques are commonly used.
Experimental techniques There are numerous experimental methods used to mea-
sure the fluid flow velocity, but only a small number can reconstruct a complete flow
velocity field using one test. Inside the latter narrow group, the particle velocimetry
techniques are surely the most used. Planar or Volumetric particle velocimetry allows
the flow velocity field to be characterised, by directly calculating the speed component,
on a plane or in the volume of the system analysed. In this techniques, tiny solid tracers
are injected in the fluid flow to perfectly imitate the fluid motion (see Section 2.2), while
a camera records a high resolution video. An illumination source permits to capture the
particles’ position in a frame pair (frame 1 and 2), separated by a specific and known
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time interval (∆t). The images are divided into a number of Interrogation Regions (IR),
where the tracers’ displacements are evaluated, allowing the calculation of the magnitude
and direction of the velocity vectors (in each IR). The next Figure 2.2 summarises what
has just been illustrated. When the tracer’s concentration is very low, the particles
Figure 2.2: Particle Velocimetry techniques.
are far enough to be individually detected inside the IR; in this case the mathematical
algorithm "follows" each particle and evaluates its local displacement. The technique is
referred to as Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) (Figure 2.3 (a)), and it does not
allow a complete flow field reconstruction, because the speed is calculated just in a small
number of points. For medium concentrated suspensions the Particle Image Velocimetry
(Figure 2.3 (b)) is implemented and a planar bidimensional flow characterisation can be
realised. The tracers are too close to be individually tracked, thus a cross-correlation
function algorithm is applied to calculate the tracers’ displacements. The particles
contained in the IR are considered as a unique entity, whose their movement is cal-
culated (see Section 2.4), this concept has been displayed in the previous Figure 2.2.
By increasing the seeding concentration, speckles are generated by the interferences
phenomena (see Section 3.1),and the so called Laser Speckle Velocimetry (Figure 2.3 (c))
is implemented. The elements visible are the sum of the speckle and the particle, thus
the displacement reconstruction becomes problematic. The cross-correlating algorithm
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(a) PTV. (b) PIV. (c) LSV.
Figure 2.3: Different particle velocimetry techniques (Jamanmiri 2011)
could be used, but its performance dramatically descreases, consequently the LSV is
rarely used. The novel GPV method may become a reliable experimental method
in the coming years. It is a particle velocimetry technique which follows the speckle
pattern of extremely small tracers; GPV is the main topic of this work will be thoroughly
explored in the next Chapter 3.
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2.4 Particle Image Velocimetry
The most widespread particle velocimetry technique currently used is the 2D-2C
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique, where a planar (2D) and bi-dimensional
(2C, two components) flow visualisation can be quickly achieved. A brief explanation
of the main technical components and parameters, without the investigation of all of
the possible alternatives will be now described. By using a powerful laser source and
a complex of mirrors and optical elements, a double pulsed laser sheet is created to
illuminate the injected fluid flow. A design video camera is able to capture the particles’
position in a frame pair, and a cross-correlating function algorithm reconstructs the
tracers’ displacements. The experimental setup is displayed in the Figure 2.4,where the
elements previously cited are highlighted. The laser light is usually directed through
Figure 2.4: 2D-2C Particle Image Velocimetry
the system with an optical fibre arm, which permits the monochromatic sheet to be
correctly arranged. This provides an extreme flexibility to the technique, making it
suitable for any geometry and orientation. The pulsed source has a dual purpose: to
generate the investigation plane, by illuminating only the tracers contained in the laser
sheet, and to dictate the time delay between the frame pair. The latter parameter is, in
fact, directly linked to the characteristic fluid flow time, so it is extremely important to
obtain a representative result. All of the instruments that make up the experimental
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setup are connected to a synchronizer unit, whose management is supervised by the user
in the dedicated software, as reported in the next Figure 2.5. Therefore the PIV works
Figure 2.5: Instruments linking (Koched 2016)
thanks to well-established synchronisation between the different elements. In particular
the timing betwixt the video camera and the double pulsed laser has to be carefully
set. The camera can physically record the fluid flow throughout its exposition time. For
this reason, a double sensor exposure is induced by the synchroniser, so the two laser
pulse can be placed, inside different exposition sections. In particular, the first pulse is
located close to the end of the first exposure, and the second pulse in an arbitrary instant
inside the second exposure. As a consequence, the technique is completely independent
on the frame rate of the camera, a crucial parameter for this research. By using this
method, the delay between the frame can be freely chosen. The detail of the timing
setup is shown in Figure 2.6 in the next pag. 23. The timing synchronisation is made
possible by the Charge Coupled Device (CCD) sensor, equipped on the video camera.
As can be seen in the Figure 2.6, the camera is able to readout the first image while the
second exposure is running. The description of the physical mechanism which makes this
possible has been regarded as beyond the scope of the literature review. Generally, PIV
needs more than a single frame pair to achieve a consistent result in the flow analysis.
For this reason, the illustrated arrangement is realized a proper number of times during
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Laser	Pulse	
Figure 2.6: Camera-laser timing synchronisation
a single experiment, and the flow velocity field is the average of all of the image pairs.
Specifically, a discontinuos frame pair sequence is collected, and the final velocity is
taken as the arithmetical average of all of the speeds derived from each image pair, point
by point. The calculation procedure is reported in the next Equation 2.13, where n is
the number of frame pairs utilised, and ui(x, y) is the speed (or a component of the




ui(x, y) for i = 1, 2, ...n Mean velocity (2.13)
The sequence has been defined as discontinuos because the (i+ 1)− th frame pair can
be picked up only when the i− th pair has been downloaded by the CCD sensor. Thus
during this time lapse, known as pulse repetition rate (as described in the Figure 2.6),
the fluid flows but it is not recorded. This kind of analysis could be performed only in a
steady state regime (local and global), where the velocities are time independent. For
unsteady or shape changing flows (e.g. droplet formation) a high speed camera has to
be used, and the timing synchronisation illustrated can no longer be implemented.
Cross-correlation function algorithm The mathematical procedure used to evalu-
ate the flow velocity field is now described a more in details. As previously reported, each
frame pair is divided into a number (chosen by the user) of IRs, where the fluid speed is
calculated. The tracer’s concentration is too high to individually track the particles, so
a cross-correlating function algorithm is implemented for the velocity reconstruction.
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The calculation procedure is summarised in the next Figure 2.7, whereas in the
Equation 2.14 (Bussard et al. 2009) the cross-correlation mathematical meaning is defined.
R(s) = 〈I(x¯), I(x¯+ s¯)〉 (2.14)
Figure 2.7: Cross-correlation function algorithm (Bussard et al. 2009)
The letter s indicates the separation vector in the correlation plane, x is the position
vector and 〈 〉 is the spatial averaging operator over the interrogation window. The
image intensity I(x) of the first frame (timet) is stored and used as a "spot mask"
in frame 2 (t + ∆t). Here a search area (where the spot mask is scanned), close to
the original position is created, and a correlation value between the intensity of the
frame 1 and 2 (I(x + s)) is calculated at each position. The value of the correlation
function is at its maximum when the "fingerprint" in the spot mask is identified in frame
2. The systematic exploration in the search area is performed by using Fast-Fourier
transform, and the value of s is determined with sub-pixel accuracy from correlation
data interpolation, obtained through a fit of these data to some modelling function
(e.g. Gaussian profile). In the general case when all particles inside the IR do not have
uniform velocities, the location of the maximum yield is the most probable displacement
within the IR (Bussard et al. 2009). Therefore the number of particles included in the
IR plays a crucial role for the statistical displacemt calculation and, thence, it has to be
limited to a proper range.
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2.5 Micron-scale Particle Image Velocimetry
For micro/milli-fluidic applications has been developed a specific version of the
Particle Image Velocimetry, the micron-scale PIV, usually identified as µPIV. It is
characterised by some relevant differences in the experimental setup, in order to make
this technique able to achieve micrometers spartial resolution. The specific arrangements
is reported in the Figure 2.8, where all the peculiar instruments and elements are
emphasised. The double pulsed laser is directly guided, by an optical fibre cable, to a
microscope light gate and straight conducted within the optical objective. In this way the
laser light reaches the sample, which has to have a free optical access. Unlike the classical
Figure 2.8: µPIV characteristics (Jamanmiri 2011)
PIV, in the micron scale implementation, fluorescent tracers are usually employed. These
particles are able to absorb the light at 532nm (green colour), generated by the pulsed
laser source, and emit light at higher wavelenght (about 650nm, red colour). The
properties of the dichroic mirror, equipped on the microscope, light originating from the
fluorescent tracers is collected on the camera sensor, while light originating from the
channel walls and other non-fluorescent disturbances is blocked by the optical filter. This
significantly improves the quality of measurements and images (Jamanmiri 2011). The
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laser/camera timing synchronisation is perfectly identical to classical PIV, as well as the
cross-correlation function implemented for the flow reconstruction. The main difference
with the macroscopic scale PIV, namely the volumetric monochromatic illumination of
the sample is shown in Figure 2.9. In this case, the investigated plane is "created" by
Figure 2.9: Depth of field of the technique (Wereley and Meinhart 2005)
the optical system of the microscope itself. The objective lens, in fact, are able to be
optically focused on a small longitudinal fluid flow layer (δ). In this way, only the light
emitted by the tracers contained in this fluid sheet reaches the camera in phase, and all
the others signals from the particles injected contribute to the background noise level.
The depth of field (DOF) size is mainly dependent on the microscope optical properties,















As can be observed the layer size is strongly dependent on numerical aperture of the lenses
NA, and particle size, while is weakly dependent upon magnification M . The symbols
nI and ε are, the refraction index and a coefficient which includes the contribution of
the unfocused particles, respectively.
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2.6 Particle trapping phenomenon
When light suspended material, dispersed in an aqueous solution, approaches a
branching junction, is reasonable to assume that all the particles pass through the
bifurcation and exit with the fluid flow. The Princeton University researchers have
reported, in their published works, experimental evidence and theoretical description of a
peculiar mechanism, which induces the light material accumulation close to the splitting
(see Figure 2.10). These particles are permanently captured and tend to form stable chains
Figure 2.10: Particle trapping phe-
nomenon (Vigolo et al. 2014).
of solids or give rise to significant bub-
ble coalescence. For this reason, this oc-
curence is called "particle trapping phe-
nomenon". In a first paper (Vigolo et al.
2014), the unexpected event has been char-
acterised by 3D Numerical simulations,
video flow recording and two-phase forces
balance model in a T-shaped junction, pin-
pointing the fluid-dynamic reasons and
predicting the particle accumulation loca-
tion. The dependence of the phenomenon
on Reynolds number has been highlighted, on-varying the channel size and the type
of material suspended (air bubble and hollow glass). In another work (T.Ault et al.
2016), 3D Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) have been carried out, together with
experimental video clip, to demonstrate the relevant role of the junction angle and
the flow feautures correspondence versus the classical vortex breakdown events (e.g.
rotating container or flow over a delta wing). Moreover, the theoretical origins have
been underlined and the complex structures profoundly analysed. All this investigations
have proven that the trapping phenomenon is due to the particular and complicated
3D flow that arises in the channel when the Reynolds number becomes sufficiently high.
The inertial flux combined with the abrupt change of direction create two countercurrent
vortices along the two outlet arm of the branching junction. As a result, two low pressure
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regions, which draw the particles to the accumulation, develop towards the bifurcation
center. In the next Figure 2.11, the flow velocity field at a T-junction is visualized. The
x z 
y 
Figure 2.11: Flow structure at Re > 350 (Vigolo et al. 2014)
vortex breakdown induced particle capture evolves, changing its flow features, on-varying
the inlet volumetric flow rate. The numerical simulations have identified several critical
Reynolds numbers, where important flow transitions occur. For Re > 50, two spiral-like
vortices begin to develop towards the channel’s lower edge and the fluid flow acquires a
significant longitudinal (z) velocity component. For Re > 220 the axial speed at the
vortex axis starts to decrease, as an adverse pressure gradient exists within the vortical
structures (the pressure is increasing in the flow direction) (Vigolo et al. 2014). For
Re > 350 four symmetric steady recirculation zones are visible, where the fluid speed
has a negative direction; namely the local pressure gradient drives the flow against the
mean flow direction, trapping pockets of fluid within the vortices (Vigolo et al. 2014).
This is the typical signature of vortex breakdown, which usually generates well-defined
recirculating regions. In the Figure 2.12 at pag. 29, the x-z flow gradient pressure (upper
image) and velocity (lower picture) fields of the right junction arm are shown. It is very
interesting to notice two stretched yellow spot that develop in the pressure gradient field,
towards the bifurcation center. These indicate a pressure increase along the exit direction,
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thus the fluid and the particles dispersed are dragged against the mean flow, and , in fact,
the horizontal component of velocity has negative values (lower figure). By increasing
Figure 2.12: Peculiar flow features at Re > 350 (Vigolo et al. 2014)
the Reynolds number further, the flow becomes unsteady (Re ' 550), and the particles
accumulated show a fluctuating behaviour (Vigolo et al. 2014). The branching junction
geometry strongly enhances or eliminates the trapping phenomenon; in particular an
"arrow" shape of the bifurcation makes the particles captures easier, whereas the "Y"
shape rapidly destroyes the vortices formation. This verified conclusion (T.Ault et al.
2016) is conceptually logical, given that the vortical structures are mainly caused by the
abrupt direction change, which is definitely decreased by the Y configuration. In the
next Figure 2.13 at pag. 30, a comprehensive description of the accumulation event is
shown, for the arrow geometry.
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Figure 2.13: Accumulation evolution in a Arrow-shaped junction (T.Ault et al. 2016)
The continuous curved line represents the vortex center in the x-y plane, whereas
the contours which rotate around that line are the captured particles trajectories. Two
recirculation region arise at Reynolds equal to 264, one of each outlet arms, together
to a stagnation region (SR, red dots in the figure) located on the branched junction
center. The mentioned areas are bounded by two SRs, one upstream and the other
downstream, where the fluid flow tends to be nulled (following their definition). The red
arrows indicate the local flow direction, and insets [(a)-(e)] show the stability of the SR
manifolds. The recirculation zones grow as Re is increased, merging at the centerplane
at Re ' 280. The flow is symmetric about both axes of symmetry, such that four total
recirculation regions exist. The light trapped material have a rotating motion around





Ghost Particle Velocimetry (GPV) is a flow visualisation technique which is able to
reconstruct a planar bicomponents flow velocity fields. The motion of the scattering
speckle pattern, generated by the white light interaction with subresolution tracers,
is recorded with a high speed camera. The image processing allows the evaluation of
the speckles displacements with a cross-correlation function algorithm, similar in PIV
and µPIV. In this chapter, speckle theory, fundamentals of GPV and its experimental
setup will be covered. The aim is to understand the relevant theoretical aspects of the
technique and its operating procedures in order to implement it.
3.1 Speckle Theory
As mentioned, GPV is a brand new particle velocimetry technique for flow visualisa-
tion. It is different from the typical experimental methods, described in the literature
review (see Section 2.3), in a way that it utilizes a speckle pattern to reconstruct the flow
features, instead of visible (scattering or fluorescent) tracers. Thus the first query which
has to be solved is, surely, what the speckles are?. The approach into understanding
speckles roots from the interpretation of particle-light interactions, described by the
classic Physics. When a coherent light beam hits a diffuser, the light is scattered in all the
direction. The different waves creating then superimpose each other to form a resultant
wave of greater or lower amplitude. Locating a plane behind the diffuser, a region with
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a group of areas untidily illuminated can be observed, as reported in the Figure 3.1 (a).
The region just now described is called speckle, which can be therefore defined as the
result of costructive or destructive sum of the light scattered from a diffuser (Figure 3.1
(b)). When a sample of fluid, containing a concentration of scattering particles, is
(a) Scattering phenomenon. (b) Single speckle.
Figure 3.1: Speckle formation phenomenon.
reached by a coherent light, the speckle formation takes place for every dispersed entity,
this causes the generation of a speckle pattern. The latter is an intensity "map" of
the light scattered, which identifies the diffusers and dynamically follows their motion.
Figure 3.2: Speckle pattern.
For this reason the speckle pattern can be
used, in the same way as the particle itself,
to reconstruct the flow velocity field with
the velocimetry technique. By calculat-
ing the speckles displacements from one
frame to another, the flow features can be
analyzed with the same methods as classi-
cal particle velocimetry techniques. In the
next Figure 3.2, a typical speckle pattern
created by a laser illumination source is
shown.
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3.2 Technique principles
The speckle formation mechanism, described in the previous section, occurs only
in case of spatial coherent illumination. With incoherent light beam, the scattering
process becomes completely random, thus the sum of interference contributions doesn’t
produce any systematic detectable stain. The GPV uses a white light illumination source
(usually a LED light), which is totally incoherent, consedering that it is made up with a
huge amount of electro-magnetic waves with different wavelengths (λ). By acting on the
condenser lens diaphragm the light turns in a semi-coherent illumination source, which
generates a speckle pattern with sufficiently high quality. The operation is very easy,
and can be done directly on the microscope lenses, as illustrated in the next Figure 3.3.
Condenser lenses 
Diaphragm 
Figure 3.3: Generation of semi-coherent illumination source.
The more the condenser lenses diaphragm is closed, the clearer the speckle pattern is,
even more so if the diaphragm is completely shut, the light is coherent and the speckle
pattern is like a laser beam. However in this case, all the particles dispersed in the
sample volume contribute to the speckle field formation, thus the analyses are not planar
anymore. For this reason, in the experiments, the condenser diaphragm has been keept
opened by a quarter. In this way, the speckle pattern is created by the tracers contained
in a layer of fluid, perpendicular to the optical axes and therefore a planar flow velocity
field can be evaluated. The thickness of the focused layer is determined by the optical
characteristics of the illumination and microscope. In particular the approximated depth
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In the case of white light (average wavelenght ' 500nm) and a quarter of the condenser
lenses diaphragm opened (NAc = 0.51), the layer on focus is about 60µm. This
means that the technique is able to perform a 3D flow visualisation, by analysing
different planes with a longitudinal resolution of tenths of microns. In older speckle
techniques, as the Heterodyne Speckle Velocimetry (HPV) (Alaimo et al. 2006), the
whole sample contributes to the image formation, given that the laser source has a very
long longitudinal coherence length. This means that the flow features along the optical
axes can not be evaluated, and the velocity reconstruction is averaged on all the system’s
thickness (Alaimo et al. 2007). An important characteristic of the speckle pattern is
that, instead of the particle case, the speckles size is independent on the objective
magnification used for the experiments. Their dimensions are completely defined by
the microscope optical setup (in particular by NAc) and the tracer’s refractive index.
For this precisely reason, by increasing the objective magnification the single speckle
occupies a major number of pixels in the image, thus it is easier to be captured and
recognised by the algorithm.
The GPV utilizes sub-resolution scattering tracers, such as the injected particles of
sizes (tipically from 40nm to 300nm) far below the white light diffraction limit(500nm).
This means that the tracers are totally invisible to the camera sensor. However, the par-
ticles interact with the light, hence are absolutely able to generate the speckle pattern, as
previous described in the Section 3.1. In bright-field images, the contribution of particles
scattering is basically masked by the strong background due to the transmitted beam,
and further disturbed by the occurrence of diffraction spots due to the presence of dust
on the camera and optical components. However, a well-defined speckle pattern becomes
manifest by simply subtracting out the background static contribution (Buzzaccaro et al.
2013). Therefore, in the experimental procedure, the images recorded by the high speed
camera are processed to hightlight the speckle pattern contribution. In particular an
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intensity or statistically (median) averaged of a large number of frames (500 in this work)
is calculated and subtracted by each image itself. In this way the time-independent
contribution is removed and the speckle pattern clearly appears in every frames of
the recorded video. In this condition the images sequence can be cross-correlated (see
Section 2.4) to reconstruct the flow velocity field. The procedure followed is summerized
in the Figure 3.4.
10x magnification frame Speckle pattern Flow velocity field 
Subtracting to each frame 
the median of 500 frames  
Processing a number of images 
with PIVlab Matlab® tool 
Figure 3.4: Flow velocity field reconstruction procedure.
As it can observed in the first image on the left, the tracers are completely invisible and
the scattering speckle pattern only becomes apparent after the image had processing
mathemathical treatment. The cross-correlation velocity reconstruction was done in an
open source Matlab® tool, PIVlab, as illustrated in the materials and methods chapter
(see Section 4.5).
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3.3 Experimental setup
All of the necessary equipments are setup in a very simple and compact experi-
mental arrangement. The technique needs a white light source, a standard bright-field
microscope, equipped by Köhler illumination setup, and a high speed camera. These
instruments are assembled directly on the microscope itself, as shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Experimental setup.
The Köhler illumination system on the condenser lenses apparatus is able to focus the
light on the plane analysed, in order to generate the scattering speckle pattern. The
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMSO) high speed camera records a
"continuous" sequence of frames, at elevated storage speed. Continuous implies that,
unlike in the µPIV case, the images are not separated in time by a specific repetition
rate of the experimental equipment (see Section 2.4), but the time interval is directly
forced by the camera frame rate (FR). More precisely, every frame is captured in single
camera sensor exposure, therefore a sequence of images spaced out (in time) by the
inverse of the frame rate is created. By coupling the images in proper sequencing style
(see Section 4.5), the series of the frame pairs required for the velocimetry analysis is
made up. As demonstrated in the results chapters (see Section 6.1), the frame rate has a
crucial role for the experiments, because when it is increased the background electronic
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noise, induced by the camera, hides the speckle pattern and strongly influences the
results. Moreover, the field of view, namely the fluid flow visible window, is massively
reduced by increasing the frame rate, because the camera can only store smaller images
on raising. This characteristic, depending just on the high speed camera specifications,
is displayed in Figure 3.6, where the reduction of the camera resolution is apparent.





In this fourth chapter all the steps that have been brought to implement the ex-
periments are illustrated. First an explanation of the materials involved and channel
fabrication process will be described in detail, highlighting the various geometry and
fluid-dynamic conditions. In the last part the images and data processing procedures
are elucidated step by step, and a result description section is inserted to introduce and
explain the physical quantity involved in the results.
4.1 Device preparation
The device is composed of an inlet straight square channel which creates a branching
junction when the laminar flow is perfectly developed. The two arms generated have
the same size of the original branch, and they are brought back together to produce
a unique outlet. The aqueous suspention enters at the starting point of the straight
channel and goes throughout the branching junction before leaving the system. The
fluid-dynamic investigation is focused on the mentioned biforcation as is shown in the
Figure 4.1 at pag. 39.
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Figure 4.1: Device representation and 4x microscope picture of branching junction.
The channels preparred have a side equal to 1 and 2 mm (L), they are obtained in a
thin layer of SYLGARD 184 ® (PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane), which is attached to a
microscope slide. In the following Figure 4.2 the lateral view of a device is displayed.
Figure 4.2: Lateral view of the millimeter device.
The most widespread procedure used for the fabrication of microfluidic systems is the
Soft lithography (Mc Donald et al. 2000), but in this case it could not be implemented
because the channel is not small enough. Therefore the devices have been prepared
following a particular procedure, summarised in the next description list and Figure 4.3
at pag. 40.
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(a) 3D printing. (b) PDMS pouring.
(c) Channel shape recontruction. (d) Corona discharge treatment.
Figure 4.3: Procedure followed to create the device.
3D printing The Foarmlabs 3D printer has been used to create an high resolution (25
µm) mold of the channel;
PDMS pouring The SYLGARD 184 ® (PDMS) is poured in a petri dish, to com-
pletely cover the mould;
Channel shape reconstruction After one hour inside the oven at 70◦C the silicon is
rigid enough to be cut with a knife around the mould. The PDMS removed from
the petri dish has now the shape of the channel;
Corona discharge treatment A low temperature plasma is used to activate the
PDMS surface and weld the silicon to a microscope slide.
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The Formlabs 3D printer utilizes the Stereolithography manufacturing technology to
create the required object. A single layer of the 3D geometry is printed focussing an
ultraviolet (UV) laser beam close to the bottom of a vat, where a photopolymer resin
rapidly solidifies. This process is repeated for each layer of the required geometry until
the 3D object is complete. A CAD software (AutoCAD® 2015 in our case) has been
used to design the geometry, that is exported as .stl file for the printer software. A
specific algorithm automatically generates a support for the object and warms up the
photoresin bath at the optimal printing temperature (37 ◦C). Going into details the
geometry is "bottom-up" printed by attaching the layers of material already built to a
plate form. The motorized system lifts up the plate form allowing the UV laser, that
comes from the transparent bottom of the vat, to create the next object layer. The
process is easier to understand looking at Figure 4.4 shown below.
Figure 4.4: Picture of the manufactoring process used by Formalabs 3D printer.
The support material, realized to sustain the designed object and linking it to the form
plate, can be quickly removed from the geometry by using cutters. The object printed
has to be immersed in a isopropanol bath to remove the surplus resin, and kept under
UV lamp for about an hour to complete the curing process. The final geometry is a rigid
transparent (it depends on the employed resins) plastic object, which has a sufficient
mechanical resistance and excellent surface finishing (25µm) to be used as mould.
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The polydimethylsiloxane is a soft silicon with excellent optical characteristics (very
high refractive index), useful to create transparent solid containment which permits
optical "access" to a region of interest. Actually the PDMS is composed by a liquid elas-
tomer base which becomes solid when a correct amount of curing agent (10:1 base:curing
agent) is added. Keeping the mixture in an oven at 70◦C, the curing agent creates
chemical bonds between the base molecules, and turns on the polymerization process
that brings to the solidification. In the following Figure 4.5 the molecular structure of
the soft matter utilized is reported.
Figure 4.5: Polydimethylsiloxan molecule.
The PDMS is able to replicate the surface of compatible materials (the majority of
plastic solids) with a resolution of hundreds of nanometers. This property makes it
perfect to copy the channel geometry (mould). In the previous Figure 4.3 at pag. 40
has been left out a small step in the channel preparation procedure. The PDMS poured
inside the petri dish is full of air bubbles; a vacuum pump removes all the air contained
in about thirty minutes at 150 mbar.
The corona discharge treatment is a surface modification technique that uses a low
temperature air plasma (with a circular electrode, "the corona") to change the properties
of polymeric surfaces. The plasma is generated by the application of high voltage to
sharp electrode tips; this is the reason why is forbidden put on electric and electronic
devices such as watch, cellphones, etc. . . , during the operation. Once the surface of
PDMS or glass is treated by corona discharge, it is possible to bond this material to
another by simply put the two surfaces in contact. During the first few minutes after the
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treatment the bonding is reversible, meaning that it is possible to separate the surfaces
and bond again. The attached materials are placed on a hot plate at 100 ◦C for one
hour, rather with a weight that pushes the surfaces in contact. The high temperature
kinetically promotes the formation of bonds between the materials, in this way they are
going to be welded together irreversibly. In the Figure 4.6 shown below, an image of the
corona discharge treatment on a microfluidic device is shown.
Figure 4.6: Corona discharge treatment on a microfluidic device.
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4.2 Size and concentration of the tracers
In this small section the size and the concentration of the tracers utilized for the two
experimental techniques are briefly introduced. For the GPV has been used a 0.1 %w/w
concentration of polystyrene scattering particles with a characteristic size of 200nm. The
µPIV, instead, utilizes fluorescent tracer’s with an average diameter of 3µm, wheareas
the concentration has been directly set looking at the raw images. In particular the 5-15
particles per interrogation region, recommended by an official TSI document (Koched
2016), has been respected to choose the right tracer’s concentration. However in both the
techniques the concentration is far below the limit of concentrated sunspensions (usually
20% in volume), so the particle-particle interactions can be neglicted (see Section 2.2).
The particle’s capability to perfectly follow the fluid flow is defined by the tracer’s Stokes
number (see Section 2.2). It is summarised, in the next Table 4.1), where the value is
calculated at Reynolds equal to 400 in the 1mm channel, which represents the more
"diffult" fluid-dynamic condition for the particles.




The Stokes number are three or four order of magnitude lower than the unity, for this
reason the tracers perfectly imitate the fluid motion (see Section 2.2). Therefore, it
can be affirmed that the suspensions used in the tests are completely suitable for the
velocimetry analysis.
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4.3 Biforcation geometries and fluid-dynamic conditions
All the branching junctions geometries and the fluid-dynamic conditions employed
for the experiments are described in this section. The specific test condition used for the
µPIV validation, instead, the performance comparison, will be defined in each reference
chapter. Three different device’s geometries, having a channel size of one or/and two
millimeters, have been prepared. The T-shaped branching junction is the reference for
particle trapping phenomenon (Vigolo et al. 2014), whereas the two millimeters Y-shaped
and Arrow-shaped bifurcations have been used to understand the geometry influence on
the particles capture (see Section 2.6). In the latter devices the angle between the inlet
channel and one of the outlet arms is equal to 80◦ for the Y-shaped junction, and to
100◦ for the Arrow-shaped. A depiction of the three channels geometries is shown in
Figure 4.7, while the characteristic sizes (see Section 4.1) are reported in the Table 4.2.
Figure 4.7: Branching junctions geometries used for the experiments.
Table 4.2: Characteristic size of the channels.
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Both the devices have been analysed at five different Reynolds numbers, by changing
the volumetric flow rate feed in the inlet channel. In this way is possible to completely
understand all the strengths and weaknesses of the two techniques. The values of
Reynolds numbers, reported in the Table 4.3, have been chosen to correctly characterise
the evolution of particle trapping phenomenon.
Table 4.3: Values of the Reynolds numbers and relative volumetric flow rate used for
the optical techniques comparison.
Reynolds number Flow rate [ml/min]







Furthermore, five different planes have been invastigated along the two millimeters
T-shaped junction depth. The studying aims to demonstrate the 3D flow reconstruction
capability of the GPV. The coordinates of the planes analysed are summarised in the
Table 4.4.







Further description about the application of the specific geometry or fluid-dynamic state
shall be reported in the following chapters, where all the results will be reported and
discussed.
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4.4 Experimental arrangements
This section aims to specify the instrumental setup that has been used to carry out
the experiments. The easier way is certainly to show all the main equipment involved
with a schematic rig, and describe their functionalities in a description list. At the
pag. 48 an image pair of the experimental arrangements, utilized for the two optical
techniques, is reported (Figure 4.8), while a briefly named list is given below. As it can
be noticed, the conceptual layout of the GPV and µPIV is extremely similar, the only
significant differences are the cameras’ technology and the light sources. Further details
about the specific features of the instruments have been already deeply exposed in the
Section 3.3 and Sections from 2.3 to 2.5.
Syringes The 50ml BD Plastipack ® plastic syringes have been
used for the experiments. The nominal internal diameter
(ID) has been set on the syringe pump to configure the
volumetric flow rate. The ID has been systematically con-
trolled using a calliper, to assure the optimal volumetric
flow rate in the devices;
Syringe pump The HARVARD Apparatus PHD 2000 syringe pump has
been used to feed the aqueous suspensions in the two
techniques. It is a volumetric pump which allows to
set a specific flow rate, completely independent to the
pressure drops of the circuits. This permits to assure the
correct volumetric (for uncompressible fluids) flow rate
inside the device, for the different geometries and channel
dimensions;
Tubing A polyvinylchloride (PVC) with an internal diameter of
1.6 mm has been used to connect the syringe to the
devices. The suspensions coming out from the channel
are collected in a beacker to be reused again;
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(a) GPV.
(b) µPIV (Koched 2016).
Figure 4.8: Experimental setup for the two optical techniques.
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High speed CMOS camera The 2 Mpx Photron SA5 high speed cam-
era has been utilized to determine the flow
velocity field in the GPV. It keeps the
maximum resolution (1024× 1024 px) until
7000 fps, but can achieve the 7500 fps at
a 256× 256 px. It generates a continuous
sequence of frames separatd in time by the
inverse of the frame rate (as described in the
Section 3.3);
CCD camera The 4Mpx Nikon CCD camera has been
used to reconstruct the flow velocity field in
the µPIV technique. It creates a discontinu-
ous sequence of 2048× 2048 px frame pairs,
where each image pair is separated to the
next one by the inverse of the pulse repe-
tition rate set (5Hz in this case,carefully
illustrated in the Section 2.4);
GPV’s microscope The Nikon Ti-U ECLIPSE inverted micro-
scope permits to magnify the device and
"watch" inside the channel geometries. The
white light emitted by the LED lamp is con-
ducted throughout the branching junction
by the condenser lenses system and collected
to the high speed camera by the magnifica-
tion lenses. It is equipped with a motorized
stage to easily and quickly select the plane
on focus, and different magnification lenses;
it has been used the 10×one;
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Laser system A double pulsed laser is collected to the inverted micro-
scope to illuminate the tracers injected in the fluid flow.
It has been utilized a high power (400mJ) Nd-YAD laser,
working at 532nm of wavelength and 10ns of pulse dura-
tion. It allows a wide range of time intervals to measure
flow velocities from mm/s to supersonic speeds;
µPIV’s microscope The Nikon inverted microscope, where the dichroic mirror
permits to track the fluorescent micro-particles without
the scattering noises. It is equipped with a different
ensemble of lenses along the internal laser light path
(than the GPV’s microscope), for this reason it has been
used a 4×magnification for the experiments.
All the experiments have been performed are discontinuous, namely they could
be run as long as a sufficient amount of liquid is contained in the syringe. This has
decisively influenced the execution of the tests, especially because the flow rate involved
are very high (for microfluidic application), so the syringe finishes its run quite quickly.
It is useful to underline that all the experimental equipment required for the µPIV are
directly supplied by the TSI ®, despite the GPV, where all the instruments have to be
collected separately.
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4.5 Image processing procedure
The aim of this section is to carefully explain the software used to process the images,
and the procedure followed to calculate the results. As it has been already described in
the Section 2.3 the two optical techniques generate a sequence of images, which must be
processed to extrapolate the flow velocity field. The processing procedure consists of
calculating the velocity (the two planar components of the vector) in each point of the
plane, by comparing an appropriate number of image pairs. The most important steps
which have been followed will be given below.
GPV procedure
For the GPV has been used the Matlab ® tool called PIVlab. The continuous frames
sequence recorded by the high speed camera is divided in image pairs and analysed by
the tool. It has been chosen the sequencing style 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, etc. . . , in this way the
outcome of every image pair analysed is compared with the next frame; and the best
possible result in terms of image processing is achieved. The number of frame pairs that
have to be used to obtain a congruent result is one of the most important parameter
that will be specified in the next section. Some masks can be drawn to cover the regions
where the fluid does not run, for example walls, obstacle, and others.
Figure 4.9: Example of a one millimitre masked T-junction
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This increases the efficiency of the computational work as there are areas excluded in
the calculation. Previously in the Figure 4.9 at pag. 51 an example of a one millimetre
masked T-junction investigated is shown.
A post-processing section permits to reject the erroneous vectors by selecting the
window of a valid vector. As displayed in the Figure 4.10, there are always some wrong
vectors that could be easily recognized in the u - v plot. If the experiment has been
correctly performed the large majority of the vectors forms a dense group of valid values
that can be selected, while the erroneous vectors are discarded. The vector rejected is
automatically substituted with an interpolated one from the forthcoming neighbours.
Figure 4.10: Example of a post-processing procedure to reject the invalid vectors.
In the Figure 4.11 at the following pag. 53, the calibration process and the vectors field
are shown. The PIVlab tool creates an array of velocity vectors with px/frame as
units, therefore a calibration process is compulsory to calculate the physical dimension
(for example m/s) of the vectors. That is done by providing a calibration segment and
the frame rate used for the experiment. In the second picture it is useful to highlight
which every vector is the outcome of the arithmetic average of all the image pairs. The
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PIVlab’s "job" is saved in a .csv (comma separated values) file, where are included the
u and v components of velocity in each point of the plane investigated.
(a) Calibration step.
(b) Vectors field.
Figure 4.11: Example of a calibration process to assign the correct units, and relative
flow vectors field.
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µPIV procedure
For the µPIV the INSIGHT 4G™software, directly supplied by TSI® Incorporated
has been used. The procedure employed is almost the same of GPV, and it is summarised
in the following bulleted list:
• A proper mask is drawn on the "discountinuous" image pairs sequence to exclude
the no-fluid flow regions;
• A calibration segment is used to allow the reconstruction of the correct velocity
units;
• A proper dimension of the interrogation region is chosen;
• The software processes an appropriate number of image pairs and store the results
in a .csv file. Also for the µPIV the number of image pairs analysed is a crucial
parameter, which will be discussed later.
Often further processing sections could be required to improve the flow velocity field
reconstruction. The TSI ®software permits to insert a wide number of pre-processing
or post-processing "blocks"; the most common operations that can be done are:
Image correction It improves the raw frames quality by modifying the pic-
ture’s characteristics. Some possible action could be for
example: the background’s noise removal, change the
brightness or the contrast of the frames, add an image
filter, etc. . . . For the last option, different mathemati-
cal algorithms are available but the most used are the
Gaussian, Laplacian and local median;
Vector validation In this operation the most unlikely velocity vectors are
rejected. In this block, the vectors which have a value too
far from the globally mean one are discarded and replaced
with an interpolated vector. The forthcoming neighbours
are used to calculate the value of the erroneous vectors.
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4.6 Interrogation region and timing setup
The interrogation region (IR) size is a fundamental parameter for the right recon-
struction of the flow velocity field. It represents the area where the software calculates
each velocity vector, as it has been extensively explained in the Section 2.3. The IR
dimension has been set at the typical value of 64 pixels in a square cell, for the µPIV; in
order to have the same vectors "density" in the raw images, the GPV’s IR has been set
to 32× 32 px. This choice is caused by the two different cameras used by the optical
techniques (Section 3.3); in fact the µPIV utilizes 4Mpx (2048× 2048 px) resolution
camera, while the GPV employs the 2Mpx (1024× 1024 px) resolution high speed
camera. The number of pixels per IR in the µPIV is double than GPV, this is a small
advantage, but it has been considered negligible. It is also useful to underline that the
latter strength is not generated by the techniques itself, but, on the contrary, can be
immediately cancelled by using a 4Mpx camera for the GPV. The choice has been done
is summarised in the Figure 4.12 given below.
Figure 4.12: Square IR size: GPV on the left and µPIV on the right.
The selection of the time interval between the frame pairs is a crucial parameter for the
correct realization of the experiments. For the GPV it is done by selecting the frame
rate of the fast camera, instead in the µPIV the time interval is expressly chosen in the
timing setup window of the INSIGHT 4G™software. In the next Figure 4.13 is reported
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τgpv [µs] FR [fps]
50 250 200 5000
150 83 67 15000
250 50 50 20000
350 35 33 30000
400 31 25 40000
the software window, where the user is able to choose the laser’s "delta T" (black dotted
rectangle), corresponding to the time interval between the frame pair (see Section 2.4).
Figure 4.13: Choice of the pulse laser’s time interval for the µPIV, in the INSIGHT
4G™ sofware window.
The time lapses picked up are summarised in the Table 4.5 and 4.6) at the following
pag. 57, for the one millimetre device and the two millimeters branching junctions,
respectively.
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50 500 333 3000
150 166 167 6000
250 100 100 10000
300 n.a. 83 12000
350 70 67 15000
400 62 50 20000
It can be observed that the time intervals used in the two optical techniques are
comparable. This is perfectly consistent because they are directly linked to the charac-
teristic time of the fluid flow, which is , obviously, the same (see Section. 6.1). The GPV
usually tends to employ lightly lower time intervals than µPIV. This consideration has
not been thought significant, because frame rates pre-set on the software’s camera have
been used, therefore these small differences could have been generated by this condition.
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4.7 Results description
The two procedures generate a .cvs file containing the u and v velocity in each point
of the plane. These files have been processed with two "homemade" informatic routine,
reported in Appendix 8.2 and Appendix, able to display the results in a proper plot. The
aim was to create a tool able to process in the same way the outcomes from the image
process procedures; therefore an efficient comparison between the results can be done.
An example of a flow velocity field reconstructed using the GPV is given below, to better
explain the physical quantity involved (Figure 4.14).
Figure 4.14: Example of a flow velocity field calculated with the GPV.
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For a proper interpretation of the results has been decided to display, in the flow
velocity fields, the normalized mean horizontal component of the velocity. The horizontal
component of the speed (see Equation 4.1) has been selected in order observe the most
interesting flow structure: the formation of recirculation zones, caused by the vortex
breakdown phenomenon. In fact increasing the Reynolds number, a region where the
horizontal component of velocity assumes very low value starts to develope in each arm
of the branching junction (see Section 2.6). When the flow rate becomes sufficiently
high, the mentioned component turns into negative value (opposite direction than the
mean fluid flow), in other words the fluid is recycled towards the bifurcation.
~u(x, y) = (u, v) (4.1)
As it has been previously explained the velocity calculated with the experimental
techniques is the result of an average. The velocities evaluated by a sequence of an
appropriate number of frame pairs are arithmetically avereged, so the final flow velocity
field shows the result of the mathematical process just now described. The number of
frame pairs that have to be used is one of the most important parameter that it will be
examined later. It is reported below the mathematical process followed to evaluate the







ui where n is the number of frame pairs analyzed (4.2)
The normalization occurs simply dividing the mean horizontal component of velocity by




Normalized mean horizontal component of velocity (4.3)
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In all the experiments carried out the fluid-dynamic regime is laminar and steady
state, for this reason the velocity in each point of the plane has to keep a costant
value in time. The normalised mean horizontal component of velocity has been used
to check if the techniques are able to respect this compulsary condition, by monitoring
the mentioned physical quantity in five spread points of the plane. An example of the






(a) Flow velocity field with the five
points analysed.
(b) Steady state and stability diagram.
Figure 4.15: Example of the steady state and stability validation, implemented for the
experiments.
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The u¯N component of velocity fluctuates at the beginning, but it converges to a
fixed and costant value after a dozen image pairs. This latter number represents the
minimum amount of frame pairs that have to be used for a proper reconstruction. Using
a number of frame pairs higher than the minimum the velocity calcuated in each point
keeps a costant value, so the analyses could be considered stable, congruent and time
independent. This kind of study has been performed in every single experiments to
guarantee the stability of the results. In conclusion, it is considered worthwhile to
underline as, the number of image pairs to achieve the convergence represents also the




Validation and comparison with
µPIV
In the following chapter, GPV’s results shall be validated and compared with the
µPIV’s outcomes, highlighting differences in quantitative and qualitative parameters. In
the last section a performance comparison between the two optical techniques will be
carried out.
5.1 Flow velocity field at different Reynolds numbers
A comparison of the flow velocity fields evaluated with the GPV and µPIV, at various
Reynolds numbers, is realised. The device used for the reconstructions is the 2mm
T-shaped junction, but the portion of system analysed lightly changes based on the
frame rate used for the experiments (as described in the Section 3.3). For overcome
this obstacle the "homemade" Matlab® routine designed for the two techiques (see
Appendix 8.2 & Appendix 8.2), cut out the flow velocity field on the same "window",
allowing a proper comparison between the images. The experiments are focused on the
region close to the right arm of the branching junction, as illustrated in the Figure 5.1 at
the following page. The blue rectangle on the 4×magnification image of the bifurcation
indicates the region of interest for the analysis, while the blue arrow specifies the fluid
flow inlet. However, the fluid flow symmetry on the left branch has been regularly
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verified. In several pictures there are one or more areas of the image marked by a
continuous light brown color; these regions represent the walls of the channel, where
the fluid is confined. Obviously the fluid does not run in these parts of the systems,
but it is often very useful displaying them, to better understand the result itself. The
jet colorscale links dark blue to the lowest value, and dark red to the biggest value, as
described in Section 1.1.
Figure 5.1: Region of interest for the experiments.
Case 1) Re = 50
In the Figure 5.2 displayed at pag. 64, the pictures obtained at Re = 50 for the
two optical techniques are shown. The result is excellent, the flow normalized mean
horizontal component of velocity fields are quantitatively and qualitatively comparable.
The images have the same coulormap, as emphasised by a unique colorscale which is
located under the two flow visualisation pictures. In this way is possible to coherently
compare the results obtained, thus this kind of approach has been used for all the cases
reported. In both the images can be seen an elliptical region towards the lower edge
of the channel (the dark red one), where the velocity is higher; outside this area the
horizontal component of the velocity starts to decrease until values forthcoming zero
(near the walls).
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(a) GPV.
(b) µPIV.
Figure 5.2: Comparison of the flow velocity velocity field at Re = 50.
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In the µPIV image there is a circular-shaped region where the velocity is distinctively
lower than the surrounding zone. This result is probably produced by a small air bubble,
blocked in that specifical point during the experiment. The maximum values of velocity
achieved in the fast region are very close, as shown in the following Table 5.1 at pag. 65,
where the percentual relative difference is calculated considering the µPIV value as
"correct".
Table 5.1: Maximum values of velocity achieved at Re = 50.
GPV µPIV diff.%
u¯maxN 0.848 0.904 6.2
The minimum value of the horizontal component of the velocity is rather complicated to
compare, because the value is always very close to zero near the walls. This happens in
the majority of the flow velocity fields calculated, so it is not very useful to analyse.
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Case 2) Re = 150
The comparison between the techniques continues in the Figure 5.3 reported at
pag. 67, where the flow normalized mean horizontal component of velocity fields at
Re = 150 are displayed. The maximum values of the velocity achieved for this Reynolds
number is higher than the previous case, and the gap between the values calculated with
the two techniques is wider, as reported in Table 5.2. The difference do not affect the
GPV µPIV diff %
u¯maxN 1.115 0.972 14.7
Table 5.2: Comparison of the maximum value of velocity achieved at Re = 150.
validity of the result because the shape of the flow field is perfectly comparable also for
this Reynolds number. Respect to the previous case, the fastest dark red coloured region
is thinner and shifted towards the lower wall of the channel. This means that when the
Reynolds number increases the fluid flow close to the branching junctions tends to focus
on the lower edge, and the complex structures, in particular the countercorrent vortecis,
start to develop inside the system (better explained in the Section 7.1). In this case
and in all the other flow velocity fields shown, it has been used the same "density" of
interrogation regions (see Section 4.6), in other words the number of calculation cells per
unit area has been kept constant. In this way there are no differences in terms of number
of vectors per area between the picture pair, therefore they are entirely comparable.
Both the techniques are barely able to reconstruct the correct velocity close to the lower
edge. In this case the density of interrogation regions used is not sufficient to highlight
the quick velocity change between the fastest dark red region and the wall, which has
velocity equal to zero.
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(a) GPV.
(b) µPIV.
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the flow velocity field at Re = 150.
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Case 3) Re = 250
The results obtained with the two optical techniques at Re = 250 are shown in
Figure 5.4 at pag.69. The answer, also in this fluid-dynamic state, is excellent; the
velocity range is practically the same, expecially for the maximum value, as reported in
the following Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Comparison of the maximum value of velocity achieved at Re = 250.
GPV µPIV diff. %
u¯maxN 1.110 0.997 11.3
The flow velocity field shape is almost equal for the techniques. In both the pictures can
be clearly recognized a slower region, the dark blue central area, where the horizontal
component of the velocity assumes values definitely low (about 0.3-0.4). It is the
irrefutable signal that a vortex structure is developped, as the slow zone represents the
center of an eddy formed in the bifurcation; details about the flow features shall be
better described in the Section 7.1. The fastest dark red zone and the yellow on the top
center region represent the external border of the vortex. In this fluid-dymanic state, the
shape of flow velocity field becomes strongly dependent on the longitudinal coordinate
(dept of the channel), therefore also a small error in the plane’s selection may generate a
significant variation of the result. It can be noticed that the slower central region in the
µPIV investigation is wider, probably because the two images are not perfectly watching
the same plane. The µPIV microscope is not equipped with a motorized stage, so it is
rather difficult to understand the precise position along the channel’s depth, and it is
precisely for this reason that the result should be considered definitely satisfying. The
fastest zone is now pushed towards the lower channel wall and the maximum values
are forthcoming the Re = 150 case. The GPV picture has a small extra wall region on
the left lower border, it represents a defect on the PDMS channel; but the technique
demonstrates a higher capability to describe the fluid flow near lower edge.
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(a) GPV.
(b) µPIV.
Figure 5.4: Comparison of the flow velocity field at Re = 250.
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Case 4) Re = 350
In the Figure 5.5 at pag. 71 the result obtained at Re = 350 is shown. For the
GPV’s investigation has been used a frame rate equal to 15 000 fps, in this condition
the maximum resolution of the high speed camera necessarly decreases and the window
analysed is smaller (see Section 3.3). It is for this reason that the reconstruction has
been focused on the most interesting part of the flow velocity field, the recirculation zone.
Previous studies have been demonstrated that, at Re = 350 (for a T-shaped junction),
is developed in the channel a region where the horizontal component of velocity becomes
negative, therefore part of the fluid is recirculated towards the branching junction center
(see Section 2.6). This is perfectly confirmed by the experimental techiniques, as shown
in the Table 5.4, where the maximum and minimum values of the velocity calculated are
summerized.
Table 5.4: Comparison of the maximum value of velocity achieved at Re = 350.
GPV µPIV diff. %.
u¯maxN 1.046 0.979 6.8
u¯minN -0.101 -0.026 //
The percentual difference on the maximum value is very low, instead the minimun values
which appear definitely far away one ro another. This is entirely logical because the last
values of the horizontal component of velocity are very close to the techniques’ limit
(velocity equal to zero), so the experimental uncertainty is supposed to be intrinsically
higher. This gap could be also amplyfied by other reasons such as:
• The plane studied is not perfecly the same, as it has been explained for the case
3);
• The Reynolds number analysed is a fluid flow transition point, where a rapid
alteration of the fluid-dynamic condition happens. The horizontal component of
velocity changes its direction, therefore also a small error in the real Reynolds
number of the experiments, genarated by setup imperfections (such as the dimension
of channel, flow rate, air bubbles, etc. . . ), can cause a significant mistake in the
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(a) GPV.
(b) µPIV.
Figure 5.5: Comparison of the flow velocity field at Re = 350.
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results;
• The higher frame rate used, it increases the background noise and reduces the
images quality.
For all the difficultes indicated the result could be considered as excellent thus the shape
of the flow velocity field is basically the same. A light difference can be noticed on the
left part of the pictures, where the µPIV recirculation zone tends to limited, whereas
the GPV’s slow region continues towards the bifurcation center. The latter result is
closer to the numerical simulation outcomes (see Section 2.6).
Case 5) Re = 400
At this Reynolds number the GPV can not produce a stable result, namely the
velocity in the five points controlled tends to be too fluctuating (see Section 4.7).
Therefore the flow velocity field calculated has not been considered as valid, and in the
next Figure 5.6 only the result obtained for the µPIV is reported.
Figure 5.6: Flow velocity field at Re = 400 obtained with µPIV.
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The frame rate used for the experiment (18 000 fps) is probably too high; in this
condition the electronic noise generated by the high camera does not allow a sufficient
quality of the raw images. This aspect shall be deeply explained in the next section,
where a performance comparison between the techniques will be designed. Also the
µPIV flow velocity field shown a worsen result respect the other cases, in particular the
recirculation zone is not as apparent as it should be. This condition has not a specifical
reason, so it has been likely caused by some tiny experimental failure, such as air bubbles
in the channel, flow rate calculation, or others. Nonetheless the maximum and minimum
values of the normalized mean horizontal component of velocity are reported in the
following Table 5.5.






The normalization of the horizontal component of velocity permits to compare the
values obtained for the physical quantity in the different cases. In the next Table 5.6
the maximum values of the horizontal component of velocity are summarised, to quickly
remember the results achieved.







Except for the first Reynolds number, the GPV tends to show lightly higher velocities.
The results are basically constant in the different cases, expecially for the GPV, therefore
the technique can be considered consistent.
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5.2 Performance comparison
In this second section of the fifth chapter a performance comparison between the
GPV and µPIV is designed and illustrated. The reference is the steady state and stability
investigation explained in the Section 4.7 at pag. 60. In the next Figure 5.7 an example
of the steady state validation plot is reported to better understand the physical quantity
involved and the parameters defined in the following page.
Figure 5.7: Example of steady state and stability validation, 2mm junction at Re = 250.
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Three indexes have been evaluated to quantitatively judge the performance of the
optical techniques, they are described in the below:
FRAME It is the number of frame pairs at which the percentual errors committed on
the five points considered is lower (and remain) than 5%. Respecting this condition
the reconstruction could be considered stable, congruent and time independent;
IRE Integral of Relative Error, it is the sum of the relative errors done on the five
points monitoreted. It gives a quantitative indication of how much the velocity
tends to deviate from the correct (final) value;
ISE Integral of relative Square Error, it is the sum of the relative square errors made
on the five points controlled. It has the same functionality of the IRE index, but
it allows to amplify bigger errors, so it is useful to hightlight the more fluctuating
responses.
For the indexes evaluation the last velocity value, after five hundreds of frame pairs (n),
has been considered as correct; therefore the mathematical expressions which permit to
calculate the indexes are:
Frame = |ei| =
∣∣∣∣ u¯iN − u¯nNu¯nN








e2i for i = 1, 2, . . . , nfr (5.3)
In this investigation the 1 & 2 millimeters T-shaped branching junctions have been
utilized, and all the Reynolds numbers already seen in previous Section 5.1 have been
studied. In this way a sufficient number of cases to allow a proper comparison has
been created. The indexes have been evaluated using an homemade informatic routine,
reported in the Appendix 8.2, which automatically computes the errors from the .csv file.
For a correct interpretation of the Frame index, the informatic routine verifies that one
of the two algebric conditions shown below are respected:
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• The error on each point is and remain lower than 5% for all the following frame
pairs;
• The errors values are lower than 5.1% but the derivative function of the errors is
lower than 0.5%. This condition has been introduced for include the particular
cases where the errors functions are fortcoming the 5% value but tend to achieve
it very slowly.
As it can be understood by the definition, higher is the value of the indexes, worse is the
performance. The results obtained have been summarised in three different plots, one

















Figure 5.8: FRAME index for the two experimental techniques
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Figure 5.9: IRE and ISE indexes for the two optical techniques
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There are several indications that could be extracted from the Figures just now
shown, they are reported in the following bulleted list:
• The performance of the GPV is strongly dependent on the Reynolds number,
all the indexes rapidly increase when the dimensionless number becomes three
hundreds and fifty. Instead the µPIV is basically independent on the Reynolds
number;
• At Re = 400 the GPV can not achieve a proper result, the values of the velocity
are too fluctuating and unstable. The µPIV is able to produce a reliable result
also in this fluid-dynamic condition;
• The µPIV flaunts practically the same performance on both the devices, while the
GPV has better results in the two millimeters device;
• At low Reynolds numbers the two optical techniques have the same performance,
because the indexes practically assume the same values.
All this considerations allow to conclude that the GPV performance are deeply dependent
on the fluid-dynamic conditions, instead the µPIV that seems to be very efficient in
all the cases analysed. The reason can be immediately understood thinking about the
different technologies used in the video cameras. The GPV utilizes a high speed camera
which records a continuos video, where the frames are spaced out in time selectioning
the frame rate (see Section 3.2). By increasing the velocity, a higher frame rate has to
be used for the experiments, but when this goes up the raw images have lower quality.
The electronic noise raises and tends to hide the speckle pattern (see Section 3.2), for
this reason the results and the performance tend to decay. In the next Figure. 5.10 at
pag. 79 four pictures concerning the stability and steady state validation are shown to
emphasise how, the frame rate, descreases the performance of the GPV.
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(a) Re = 50. (b) Re = 150.
(c) Re = 250. (d) Re = 350.
Figure 5.10: Stability of the experiments on varying the camera frame rate
The more higher is the Reynolds number used for the experiments, the more higher
is the frame rate required (see Section 6.1)); in the Figure. 5.10 is clearly visible how
the results become more fluctuating by increasing the Reynolds number. The reference
case is the one millimetre T-shaped junction; with this device is possible to visualise
both the arm of the branchied junction, thus also negative value of velocities compared,




This chapter aims to describe further validations that have been carried out to
confirm the excellent results achieved with the GPV. In particular are investigated two
of the most important parameters, basic for its right implementation:
• The frame rate of the high speed camera;
• The concentration of the tracers.
6.1 Validation of the frame rate
As it has been already underlined, the time interval between the frame pairs is a
crucial parameter to assure a congruent flow velocity field reconstruction (see Section 3.3).
In the GPV the time interval is selected by picking up the appropriate frame rate of the
high speed camera. In this Section is explained the procedure that has been followed
to determine the correct frame rate for the analysis. The aim of the investigation is,
essentially, to demonstrate the consistency of the results, on varying the frame rate of
the camera. The reference case is the two millimeters T-shaped junction device, at a
Reynolds number equal to one hundred and fifty. The experiments have been repeated,
from low to elevated frame rates, without changing any other parameters of the tests;
even the position of the device on the microscope has been perfectly kept costant. In this
way, if the analysis are coherent, the flow velocity fields calculated have to be exactly
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identical, on each point of the plane. The experimetal conditions are summarised and
highlighted in the next Table 6.1. The time interval between the frame pairs has to
Table 6.1: Experimental conditions used for the frame rate validation.






be selected linking it to the characteristic speed of the fluid flow and the interrogation
region dimension (LR). Therefore the required frame rate value can be calculated using
the superficial velocity, as reported in the following Equation 6.2.









The value calculated is a substantial approximation, because, in this way, is not possible
to take into account the local effect of the complex fluid-dynamic structures. However
it could be considered as a reliable reference value, to which the frame rate used
can be compared. The 1/4 fraction limits the speckle displacements to a quarter of
the interrogation region size; it is an empirical advice proposed by a TSI® official
document (Koched 2016) which usually permits to achieve good results. In the Figure 6.1
at the next pag. 82, the frame rate validation done is shown; the diagram is obtained
using an homemade informatic routine (see Appendix 8.2) which directly handles the
.cvs files from the images processing procedure.
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Figure 6.1: Frame rate validation diagram.
The investigation is conceptually similar to the steady state and stability validation. The
normalized mean horizontal component of velocity is controlled in a point (always the
same) for all the cases mentioned. On the diagram is drawn a black dotted horizontal
line, which represents the FR value calculated as described in the Equation 6.2. The
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black interval symbolizes the graph’s distance corrisponding to 5% of difference between
the values. As previously discussed, the velocity evaluated in the different tests has
to be always the same, hopefully this has reasonably happened in the experiments.
The differences between the 7000 fps, 6000 fps, 5000 fps lines are definitely minimal,
the values are detached widely less than the general accepted 5% of uncertainty. This
means that the analysis is almost independent on the FR, so the velocity evaluated
could be considered perfectly consistent. In the next Table 6.2 the numerical differences
between the speed values (using 500 frames for the reconstructions) are reported; the
7000 fps case has been taken as reference to calculate the numerical gap. The last







three frame rates can be considered fully valid and equally correct, since is impossible
to understand if the mutual errors are generated by the different frame rate or by
experimental uncertainty (random factor such as electronic noise, images processing
imperfections, small air bubbles, etc. . . ). The first one is too far from the others and has
to be discarded, while the 4000 fps case may be considered as right. The differences are
small, however it has been rejected because the other frame rates form a recognisable
group of very close values. Several are the conclusion that can be acquired by the frame
rate validation results, they are summarised below:
• The FR value calculated with the TSI® suggestion (Koched 2016) is a good
reference for the correct selection of the time interval. It can be used as reference,
which could be improved by looking to the final flow velocity field or validation
processes;
• If the FR is too low, the analysis are not correct; this emphasises the outstanding
relevance of the time interval selection. The result is perfectly logical, because if
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the camera is too slow, the speckle displacements are too high and the algorithm
can not retrieve the right group of speckles (see the cross-correlation paragraph in
the Section 2.4);
• As we can observe in the Figure 6.1, when the FR increases the curves become more
fluctuating, expecially at the starting frame pairs. Therefore also too high values
of frame rate should not be used in the flow field recostruction, because the results
get unstable behaviuor. If the FR is extremely elevated, the speckle displacements
are so small that they seem to be stopped, thus the images processing could not
properly work;
It is considered worthwhile underline that, after the result of this validation, the time
intervals in all the others experiments (see Section 4.6) have been set by using the
Equations 6.2 as first attempt. It has been gradually changed by looking to speckle
displacements and to the steady state and stability validation (see Section 4.7).
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6.2 Validation of the tracer’s concentration
A really important parameter for the velocimetry techniques is the tracers concen-
tration in the aqueous suspension. In the GPV the 200nm polystyrene particles have
been injected to track the liquid trajectories. In the previuos works (Pirbodaghi et al.
2015) the tracers concentration has been always kept over the 0.2 %w/w, thus that
concentration value has been the first attempt also for this project. Unfortunately the
starting results haven not been so encouraging; the spekle pattern had inadeqaute quality
and consequently the images processing procedure showed a plenty of invalid vectors.
Several tests have been performed, changing the main parameter of the technique, but
the results became reliable only when the particle concentration has been decreased. It
is precisely for this reason that has been considered worthwhile a deeper investigation
on this extremely important parameter. A wide scan of particles concentration have
been performed, starting from very dilute suspensions to arriving at elevated values of
tracers dispersed. The main goal is, essentially, to demonstrate that can be found a
concentration range where the flow velocity field reconstruction is stable and consistent.
The 2mm T-shaped junction device has been used at 250 as Reynolds number, to
studying the tracers’ concentration influence in the GPV. The diagram relative to the
validation of concentration is reported in Figure 6.2 in the pag. 82.
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Concentrated Stable Dilute 
1.6 %  
Figure 6.2: Validation of concentration diagram
The normalized mean horizontal component of velocity after five hundreds of frame
pairs has been evaluated in three generic points of the plane, for different concentrations.
In the Figure 6.2 shown are emphasised three range, divided by two black dotted lines,
whose meaning is explained in the next page:
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Dilute The tracers’ concentration is too low and the algorithm hasn
not, inside the interrogation region, a sufficient number of
speckles to track the fluid flow (see the cross-correlation para-
graph in the Section 2.4);
Stable The differences between the values are rather small, so the
velocity calculated is quite costant on varying the particle’s
contained. Obviously the speeds in the different points should
have been perfectly independent on the tracer’s concentration,
but some experimetal uncertainty cannot be totally removed.
Thus the result could be considered stable and consistent in
this interval;
Concentrated The elevated number of tracers inside the interrogation re-
gion does not allow a proper operation of the images process
software. This is typical of the particle image velocimetry tech-
niques in general, but in the GPV it has been demonstrated
particularly important.
The validation has hightlighted the existence of a concentration range, outside of
which the speckle patterns quality is not sufficient for the right images processing.
This possibility hasn not been considered yet and this is in effect a completely new
discovery for the GPV. All the particle velocimetry techniques usually have a specific
range of tracer’s concentration for their optimal implementation. Therefore the result
obtained seems to be logical, but it is a matter of fact that all the previous works on
the GPV used particle’s concentration outside the validated range (Pirbodaghi et al.
2015). This contradiction has a clear answer: the tracer’s concentration, willing for the
analysis, is strongly influenced by the characteristic dimension of the device. In all the
previuos investigations have been studied channels with a characteristic size of hundreds
of microns (Buzzaccaro et al. 2013), while in this project the devices have a dimension
more than ten times higher. Along the optical path inside the solution, the number of
scattering entities is definitely greater in our case, thus the light is scattered a plenty
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of times more. This phenomenon,referred as multiple scattering, tends to smooth the
raw images, the contrast between the speckles and the background becomes lower, so
they are barely recognisable and the results decay. It is precisely for this reason that,
for this project, a lower particle’s concentration has permitted to obtain better flow
velocity fields. A more accurate investigation on the described phenomenon could bring
to define the mathematical correlation between the tracer’s concentration and the size
of the channel; but it has been considered outside the goals of this project. It is useful
to underline that the 0.1 %w/w concentration has been used in all the experiments of
the GPV (see Section 4.2); its consistency has been controlled in all the geometries and





The Ghost Particle Velocimetry has been broadly validated and compared with
µPIV, moreover, two of its determinant parameters have been analysed and proved.
Now is time to report the flow velocity fields obtained to experimentally confirm the
vortex-breakdown-induced capture of suspended material (T.Ault et al. 2016). The
results shall be extensively compared with the numerical simulations performed by
Princeton University. The 3D Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) have been developed
with the open source code OpenFOAM®and deeply validated with high speed camera
visualisations. The data offered by Jesse T. Ault and Howard A. Stone has been
processed with the free license software PraView 5.0, to automatically reconstruct the
flow velocity fields. For the GPV has been used, also in this case, the homemade
routine reported in Appendix8.2. The main goal of the work is to show the excellent
results and demonstrate the potentiality of the novel optical technique to achieve 3D
flow reconstructions, in different geometries and fluid-dynamic conditions. All the
experiments are focused on the region close to the right arm of the branching junctions,
as illustrated in the Figure 7.1 at the next pag. 7.1. The 2mm devices have been used
for all the tests, as they have shown better performance in all the fluid-dynamic states
(see Section 5.2).
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Figure 7.1: Region of interest for the experiments
7.1 Particle trapping evolution
The particle trapping phenomenon has been here described by showing the flow
features evolution, on varying the Reynolds number from 50 to 350. The T-shaped
junction device has been used in all the fluid-dynamic conditions, as reference geometry
for the particle capture event (Vigolo et al. 2014). The plane studied has a coordinate
of 350µm from the bottom edge of the channel, that coincides with the vortex center
plane (see Section 7.2). The experimental setup is summarised in the next Table 7.1.
In the next pages, the flow normalized mean horizontal component of velocity fields






obtained with GPV and DNS are shown, and a wide comparison between the results
will be carried out. The iron coloured areas in the DNS pictures represent the edge
of the channel, as the dark red coloured regions in the GPV images. In the following
Figure 7.2 is shown the results achieved with the experimental technique.
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(a) Re=50. (b) Re=150.
(c) Re=250. (d) Re=350.
Figure 7.2: Particle trapping evolution with GPV
Before beginning the pictures illustration, it is useful to underline that each image has
the same range of velocities, as it can been seen in the unique colorbar, valid for all
the four flow velocity fields. In this way the results are perfectly comparable, in their
qualitative and quantitative quantities. The velocity range has been set by picking up a
value equal to zero for the minimum velocity, and the highest speed of all the Reynolds
number as maximum value. In the image (a) the velocity profile has not the classic
piping parabolic shape, but there aren not particular flow features. The fluid flow is
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disturbed by the abrupt direction change, but it shows, however, a gradual velocity
increase towards the central zone, where the higher speeds are achieved (orange zone).
At Reynolds equal to 150 a dark red zone arises in the lower part of the plane, where the
velocity rapidly grows respect to the surrounding areas. This high speed zone represents
the external edge of a vortex that starts to develope inside the channel bifurcation. This
complex structure has been intensified by the inlet flow rate rises, and at Reynolds
number equal to 250 is completely formed; the faster region is now pushed close to the
lower edge and a light blue area is clearly visible in the central part of the picture c. The
latter region symbolizes the center of the counterclockwise eddy, where the fluid flow
tends to brake as the horizontal component of velocity assumes lower values. In this
fluid-dynimic state, low density suspended material is attracted towards the low pressure
region within the vortex center, but just particles with the right size are trapped inside
this slower region (Pirbodaghi et al. 2015). Increasing the Reynolds number, a vortex
breakdown phenomenon occurs; the slower zone turns into a real recirculation region,
where the fluid is recycled towards the branching junction inlet. When the Reynolds
number overtakes the value of 350 the horizontal component of velocity acquires negative
values, as can be seen in the picture d. The light suspended material is now pushed into
the recirculation zone by the fluid itself and it is permanently captured, thus the proper
particle trapping phenomenon takes place.
The same investigation realized with the GPV is now performed with the Numerical
simulations. The flow velocity fields at the Reynolds numbers previously mentioned
are shown in the next Figure 7.3. The pictures have been built respecting the same
assumptions described before, and the number of colour shades are equal to GPV’s
colourbars. In this way the outcomes from the two flow reconstrution tecniques are
perfectly comparable.
The flow velocity fields shape are very similar, the particle trapping evolution described
before is exactly confirmed by the DNS. The qualitative differences are very little, for all
the Reynolds numbers. Probably the biggest one could be viewed in the images b, where
the orange region, which extends from the fastest dark red one, is not visible in the GPV’s
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(a) Re=50. (b) Re=150.
(c) Re=250. (d) Re=350.
Figure 7.3: Particle trapping evolution with DNS
picture. The recirculation region within the vortex center, responsible for the particle
capture, is clearly recognisable in both the images c, despite the outstanding complexity
of the flow features involved. For a quantitative comparison has been summarised in the
next Table 7.2 the maximum speeds achieved, in the different Reynolds numbers, with
the two flow reconstruction techniques. The arithmetical differences between the values
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have been calculated as reported in the following Equation 7.1.
diff% =
∣∣u¯dnsN − u¯gpcN ∣∣
u¯dnsn
(7.1)




50 0.892 0.848 4.93
150 1.090 1.*115 2.32
250 1.147 1.110 3.23
350 *1.188 1.046 11.95
Also the quantitative comparison is definitely encouraging. Save the Re = 350 case, the
distances between the maximum speeds are always less than 5 %, value of uncertainty
typically accepted for experimental tests. The higher gap in the latter Reynolds could be
surely generated by an operatoring error or a loss of performance of the optical technique
(see Section 5.2), but it can be simply caused by the descreasing of the visualisation
window. When the frame rate increases, the maximum resolution of the fast camera
quickly drops, thus the field of view available for the analyses is considerably reduced
(see Section 3.2)). For this precisely reason, the maximum velocity may have been cut
out from the GPV’s image. The values distinguished with a star have been used as
maximum extreme for the colorbar scale. Although the GPV’s microscope was equipped
by motorized stage, is often not so easy to perfectly find the channel edge; some surface
defects can hide the precise location of the branching junction bottom. Thus is quite
hard to exactly select the correct plane in the experiments, action that can be well
done with the numerical simulations. For this reason the small dissimilarities between
the GPV and DNS outcomes are probably produced by tiny differences in the plane
analysed. After all this consideration is possible to affirm that the GPV results are
anyway excellent in all the Reynolds numbers analysed.
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7.2 3D Flow reconstruction
The section aims to verify the GPV capability to produce "3D" reconstruction of the
flow velocity field, with a spatial resolution of few tens of microns. This can be obtained
by analysing a number of different planes along the channel’s depth. The reference case
is the T-shaped branching junction, with 2mm as characteristic size and a Reynolds
number equal to 250. As it has been shown in the Section 7.1, in this fluid-dynamic
state the peculiar complex flow structurer are completely developed. This is the reason
why that specific reference case has been chosen. The laboratory settings are briefly
listed in the next Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Settings for the 3D flow visualisation.
Parameter Value
Re 250
FR [fps] 10 000
L [µm] 2000
Thanks to the specifical microscope settings, the longitudinal resolution of the optical
technique is approximately 60µm (see Section 3.2), thus in the experiments have been
carried out the complete scan of the channel’s depth, by analysing a plane every 100µm.
This investigation has allowed to identify the vortex’s central plane at the coordinate
of approximately 350µm, which has been successively confirmed by the DNS. Herein
are reported the results obtained at the most significant planes, whose coordinates,
starting from the device’s bottom, are reported in the next Table 7.4. The bifurcation
is enterely symmetric, thus in laminar and steady state regime the flow features have
to be absolutely symmetric respect to the central plane of the channel (z = 1000µm);
this characteristic has been systematically verified. The outcomes from the GPV will be
profoundly compared with the DNS offered by Jesse T.Ault and Howard A. Stone. The
images coming from the data processing on ParaView 5.0 have been expressly inserted
into the same diagram used for the GPV; in this way the comparison can be properly
carried out in a visible sense. Obviuosly the colorbar and the axes have been manually
managed to enter the values calculated on the right data processing. The light brown
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region visible in the pictures represent the channel edges in both the flow reconstruction
techniques. Also for this qualitative and quantitative comparison has been evaluated
the normalised mean horizontal component of velocity, as explained in the Section 4.7.
Case B) z = 200µm
In the next Figure 7.4 at the following pag. 97 the flow velocity fields obtained at
200µm (1/10 of the global depth) are shown. The flow velocity fields shape are very
comparable. A fast dark red region and a smaller green-yellow high velocity area develop
close to the T-shaped junction. The two mentioned areas costitute the external lower
margin of the counterclockwise spiral vortex. In the DNS’s picture the regions are linked
by another small yellow zone, which is not visible in the GPV’s image. Furthermore,
in the latter picture the fastest area looks wider, especially in the central part of the
frame. The velocity range for the two technique is very similar, as it shall be further
described at the end of this section. The blue area which surrounds the upper fast area
(green-yellow region) has a darker tonality in the GPV image, thus the velocity drops
quicker than what DNS show. The x and y coordinates are practically identical.
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(a) Ghost Particle Velocimetry.
(b) Numerical simulations.
Figure 7.4: Flow velocity fields at 200µm from the channel’s bottom.
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Case B) z = 350µm
In the Figure 7.5 at pag. 99, the flow investigation performed at 350µm from the
channel’s bottom is visualised. The images are, hopefully, very similar in their global
shape. In both the pictures the faster dark red area moves towards the lower channel’s
edge, respect to the 100µm image. A central slower light blue area is clearly visible, it
represents the internal part of the counterclockwise vortex Section 7.1. On the upper
right part of the pictures, a slower region can be seen, particularly accentuated in the
GPV’s image. The velocity range is comparable, except for the minimum speed. The
GPV seems to be barely able to reconstruct the flow close to the edges, where the
velocity has to be equal to zero (as is highlighted by the DNS). This might have been
caused by different causes, which are briefly illustrated in the next bulleted list:
• A wrong application of the mask in the images processing procedure (see Sec-
tion 4.5). In particular some flow cells, close to the wall, could have been erroneously
discarged, as consequence their velocity values haven not been displayed;
• The vector density is not sufficient to characterise the quick velocity change close
to the lower edge;
• Some surface’s defects have optically disturbed the flow velocity field analysis;
Despite the latter incongruence, the result can be considered satisfying, especially
because in this specific plane the complex flow features involved makes the recustruction
particularly complicated.
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(a) Ghost Particle Velocimetry.
(b) Numerical simulations.
Figure 7.5: Flow velocity fields at 350µm, the vortex’s central plane.
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Case C) z = 500µm
The depth’s scan continues studying the flow characterestics at 500µm from the
channel’s bottom. The flow velocity field obtained with the GPV and DNS are shown
in the Figure 7.7 at pag. 102. This is the image pair where the colormaps seem to be
less convergent. In the DNS’s picture, the slower region within the vortex is totally
surrounded by faster areas, which represent the eddy’s external edge. Whereas in the
GPV image the linking between the two faster areas is not so complete. On the GPV’s
image there is also a small, very light blue area on the upper right corner, which is not
visible in the DNS’s picture. As described and explained before, the GPV is not able to
properly characterise the fluid flow close to the lower wall, where the fluid drastically
decelerate. This is the reason why the minimum velocity in its picture has a value
definitely greater than the DNS reconstruction. In each colormap the darkest blue is
assigned to the minimum speed and the maximum velocity is set to darkest red (save
different indication, see Section 4.7), thus the velocity range strongly influences the
image’s optical perception. This concept is emphasised, in the next Figure 7.6 has been
reported the flow velocity field evaluated by the DNS, setting the same GPV’s velocity
range. This image is definitely more similar to GPV’s one, respect the first DNS’s picture.
Figure 7.6: DNS’s flow velocity field with GPV’s velocity range.
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This example has shown how the correct velocity range is important to a consistent
qualitative comparison. Moreover, it is useful to observe that the plane investigated is
focused on the vortex’s margin, where the velocity has a strong longitudinal component.
This is the most complicated flow feature for a planar technique as the GPV, because the
tracers tend to quickly leave the plane analysed and they can not be correctly "tracked"
by the algorithm. The latter considerations permit to believe admissable also the result
achieved in this plane.
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(a) Ghost Particle Velocimetry.
(b) Numerical simulations.
Figure 7.7: Flow velocity fields obtained at 500µm.
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Case D) z = 700µm
The fourth plane studied is located 700µm far from the channel’s bottom. The flow
visualisation is shown in the Figure 7.8 at the next pag. 104. Here the results are very
satisfying. The flow velocity fields are perfectly comparable, as well as the speed range.
Just few tiny differences can be noticed:
• The fastest dark red zone is wider in the GPV’s pictures. The optical technique
characteristic to be able to evaluate the quickly velocity change near the lower
wall, persists also in this plane;
• The yellow region looks a bit broader in the DNS’s image, but the gap is definitely
scarce;
• A small orange stain appears on the right central part of GPV’s image, this does
not happen in the DNS’s image;
• The minimum speeds are markedly closer than the previous case (500µm).
This is the first plane where is not visible any flow feauture relative to the spiral
counterclockwise vortex. The light suspended material can escape the branching junction.
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(a) Ghost Particle Velocimetry.
(b) Numerical simulations.
Figure 7.8: Flow visualization at 700µm.
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Case E) z = 900µm
The final frame pairs comparison is realized near the channel central plane. The
results achieved have been inserted in the Figure 7.9 at the following pag. 106. In
this channel’s section the complex structures are completely missed. The fluid flow is
focused on the lower edge of the branch, and the highest speeds, compared with all other
planes, are reached. The flow velocity fields shape are quite similar; the light blue-green
velocities have a peculiar "wavy" trend, easily recognisable in both the pictures. The
velocity range is comparable in the minimal as well as the maximum value, as it shall be
described after this last case. A tiny negative value can be observed as lower extreme,
in both the flow visualisation techniques, as reported in the next Table 7.5.
Table 7.5: Minimum speeds evaluated at 900µm plane.
DNS GPV
u¯minN -0.003 -0.01
Honestly understanding a clear physical justification for this result is rather difficult.
The more likely reason can find in the slower region in the right upper part of the picture,
close to the perpendicular bifurcation. The branching junction geometry induces the
formation of a stagnation region (see Section 2.6) close to the abrupt change of direction,
where the fluid flow quickly brakes and the velocity assumes values forthcoming to zero.
Here some local, extremely small part of the fluid flow can acquire a negative speed
value. The GPV is, also in this case, unable to properly characterise the flow very close
to the lower wall, where the strong velocity gradient is not visualised. Overall the GPV
"performance" can be considered fully adequate.
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(a) Ghost Particle Velocimetry.
(b) Numerical simulations.
Figure 7.9: Flow velocity fields obtained at 900µm.
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A quantitative comparison is proposed, to deeper examine the results exhibited.
In the Table 7.6 are summarised the maximum speeds values obtained, in all the
cases illustrated. The analytical differences have been calculated as described in the
Equation 7.1.
Table 7.6: Maximum speeds achieved in the 3D flow recostruction.
z [µm] u¯dnsN u¯
gpv
N diff%
200 1.152 1.131 1.56
350 1.147 1.110 3.23
500 1.181 1.126 4.66
700 1.240 1.233 0.50
900 1.280 1.126 12.03
The "error" committed in the maximum velocities seems to increase moving towards the
channel’s midpoint (except for the fourth plane). There aren not evident fluid-dynimic
justifications, actually, the flow features involved are definitely harder to be reconstructed
close to the vortex center line. The result is probably due to a small mistake in the
first plane selection, which has progressively caused greater errors. A depth scan has
been carried by locating the lower channel’s wall and analysing a plane every 100µm.
Sometimes local superficial defects make complicate to perfectly "catch" the device’s
edge, and this mistake can be amplified along the channel’s depth. In the next Table 7.7,
the minimum speeds calculated with the two flow reconstruction techniques are reported.
Table 7.7: Minumim speeds achieved in the 3D flow recostruction.








The minumum velocities evaluated are definitely far one from another, but the numerical
comparison between the values is not conceptually correct. This because the minimum
value is reached close to the wall, where the GPV is unable to properly work. Thus the
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speeds reported in the Table 7.7 are referred to different position in the plane. As it
has been shown in the 500µm case, the minimum velocity plays an important role in
the colormap depiction, in fact the best qualitative results have been obtained where
the speed gap is least. In conclusion, it can be affirmed that the GPV is a reliable
and consistent 3D flow visualisation technique. The results has been meticulously and
critically analysed and compared with the "perfect" tool for 3D reconstruction, the
Numerical simulations, and, despite some inevitable lack (widely described), the GPV
has shown outstanding flow interpretation capability.
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7.3 Particle trapping in different geometries
Here the particle trapping phenomenon in different geomentries is illustrated, the
main goals is to confim the influence of this parameter shown in the numerical simula-
tions (T.Ault et al. 2016). The Y-shaped and Arrow-shaped 2mm branching junctions
have been used at a Reynolds number equal to 300 and 350µm as depth. In this fluid-
dynamic condition the vortex breakdown phenomenon should be completely developed
in the Arrow-shaped device, wheareas in the Y-shaped bifurcation the vortecis have to
be formed but the recirculation zones shouldn’t. This information have been extracted
from an extremely useful diagramm, offered by Jesse T. Ault and Howard A. Stone. The
diagram is reported in the next Figure 7.10, whereas in the Table 7.8 the experimental
settings are reported.
Table 7.8: Experimental settings.
Parameter Value
Re 300
FR [fps] 12 000
z [µm] 350
L [µm] 2000
Figure 7.10: Particle capture in different branching junction geometries (T.Ault et al.
2016).
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The mentioned diagramm shows the trend of the particle trapping phenomenon
on varying the branching junction geometry and the fluid-dynamic state. The black
thin dotted line represents the capture limits for light suspended material; this means
that inside the dotted line the particles are trapped close to the bifurcation, outside
they are not. The red continuous line indicates the vortex breakdown phenomenon,
rather, in the region over the line the event happens, otherwise under the coloured line
it can not. The blue dotted line has been inserted to emphasise a condition where the
vortex breakdown becomes unstable. As it could be seen at Reynolds equal to 300, the
Arrow-shaped junction (100◦) is over the red line, whereas the Y-shaped (80◦) is not.
The flow visualisation performed is reported in the Figure 7.11 at the following pag. 111.
In the upper image is represented the flow velocity field obtained for the Y-shaped
junction, wheareas the Arrow-shaped bifurcation flow features are illustrated in the
lower picture. Unfortunately in this experimental condition, the maximum high camera
resolution is too low to see the geometry change of the branching junction, therefore the
analysis have been focused on the recirculation region area. As it has been usually done,
the colorbar has been automatically set between the minimum and maximum speeds
of the visualisation window. The flow features involved are definitely different, thus
the velocity range is not convergent. For this reason, the image pair have a "different"
colormap, more precisely each colour is assigned to rather different velocity. Therefore
the images are not visibly comparable. In the Arrow-shaped branching junction is clearly
recognisable the recirculation zone, the dark blue region surrounded by faster areas,
where the horizontal component of velocity assumes negative values. The Y-shaped
junction, instead, does not show the same flow feature; a vortex structure is present, but
the recirculation zone is not formed yet. This experiment has perfectly confirmed what
discovered with the numerical simulations. The trapping phenomenon is generated by
the abrupt fluid flow splitting, thus the particles capture is enhanced by the geometry
where the direction change is higher. It is precisely for this reason that the Arrow-shaped
branching junction makes easier the particle trapping, unlike the Y-shaped bifurcation
which inibits the phenomenon.
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(a) Y-shaped junction.
(b) Arrow-shaped junction.




The final chapter is dedicated to summarise the main results obtained in this thesis
work. The scientific publications rising from this project are shown and some possible
future works that might be realized are briefly described.
The GPV is a brand new technique, recently developed (Buzzaccaro et al. 2013) and
implemented in a few number of fluid-dynamic conditions (Pirbodaghi et al. 2015), thus
its employment in the investigation of a complex flow velocity field wasn not taken for
granted. The process carried out to understand the correct settings for the parameters
has been long and full of obstacles; starting from the peculiar device preparation, the
optimal microscope setup, the particle’s concentration, ect. . . , but the final results
could be considered extremely satisfying. The flow velocity fields obtained have been
extensively compared and validated with the well-established µPIV and with DNS, in
different fluid-dynamic states, distinct geometries and for two characteristic sizes of the
channels. Futhermore two fundamentals parameters, the frame rate and the tracer’s
concentration, have been deeply studied and optimized. For all this reasons can be
asserted that the GPV could be a reliable and prospective flow visualisation techinque
in microfluidic applications. If it is properly utilized, GPV can become an economical
alternative to the µPIV, which could be exploited for numerical simulations validation
and experimental investigation. All the experiments accomplished have allowed to
achieve some interesting conclusions, that have been itemized below:
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• At low Reynolds numbers the GPV shows comparable results with the µPIV, in
terms of performance (see Section 5.2) and flow velocity field reconstruction;
• The GPV is strongly influenced by the frame rate of the high speed camera.
Increasing the latter parameter, the visualisation window size decreases (see
Section 3.3), the background electronic noise tends to hide the speckle pattern,
so the raw images become more confused and the reconstruction is harder. The
flow velocity fields quality and the GPV’s performance are dropped by high frame
rate, this makes the technique unsuitable for fast processes. Whereas the µPIV is
pratically independent on the mentioned parameter (see Section 2.4), thus it can
be used also with a low characteristic time phenomenon;
• Decreasing the device’s scale the GPV becomes more competitive, since the speckle
field is easier to "recognise". As it has been explained in the Section 3.2, the
speckles characteristic size is independent on the optical magnification applied.
When the size of the channel is reduced, the optical magnification increases,
therefore the speckle looks bigger on the camera’s field of view. An higher numbers
of pixels is contained on each speckle, which are easier to detect. The µPIV is,
instead, more complicated to be implemented in very small microfluidic devices.
This because for that applications, the fluorescent particles size has to drop until
decimal of microns, where a very high powerfull laser is required;
• The tracers concentration is a crucial parameter for the GPV, which has to be
selected looking at the specific device dimension. This is a new discovery for
the technique, that has not been analysed yet (see Section 6.2). The multiple
scattering phenomenon is an intrinsic problem which limits the concentration range
willing for the reconstructions, expecially for the "bigger" devices.
It is considered worthwhile to underline that the results would be partially amended
using a faster camera, but as consequence the cost of the technique tends to rapidly
increase. Obviously the GPV has to be improved, working on some weaknesses as:
• The cross-corralation algorithm. An optimized informatic routine could be built
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to improve the raw images processing. The PIVlab tool is a general algorithm,
thus the performance are not excellent. Some specific mathemathical functions
can be applied to highlight the speckle pattern and decrease the erroneous vectors
calculated (see Section 4.5);
• The images processing software. It would be extremely useful to create an unic
software where the complete reconstruction procedure could be managed, starting
from the sequence acquisition until the images processing. This would strongly
decrease, with the optimized cross-correlation algorithm, the global experimental
time which is now too high respect to the µPIV;
• The synchronizer unit. As previously described the major limit for the technique is
the high frame rate required. Implementing a synchronizer unit to the experimental
setup would permit to overtake this obstacle, and the GPV could be also used for
fast processes. This opportunity is, unfortunatelly, complicate to carry throught,
because the unit needs high power light source (as a laser) to properly work.
Ultimately it is possible to affirm that the GPV could become, if further developped, a
reliable and economical 3D flow visualisation technique for microfluidic applications, in




During the internship at the School of Chemical Engineering, University of Birming-
ham I had the wonderful opportunity to attend, as presenting author, the ChemEngDay
2016 conference in Bath. It is an annual event where all the most important Chemical
Engineering departments of United Kingdom take part. Part of the work carried out in
this thesis project has been shown at the conference, in the AO portrait poster given
below.
Figure 8.1: A0 portrait poster presented at the ChemEngDay 2016 in Bath.
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The comparison between the GPV and µPIV, will be summarised in a paper, titled
as "Ghost Particle Velocimetry as an alternative to µPIV for microfluidic devices",
which will be submitted in scientific journal, reporting Marco Riccomi, Federico Alberini,
Elisabetta Brunazzi and Daniele Vigolo as authors. An abstract has been also submitted
to the APS-DFD’16 conference at Portland for a poster presentation. The 69th annual
meeting of the American Physical Society-Division of Fluid Dynamics is one of global
biggest fluid-dynamic event, thus it would be a fantastic opportunity to show the
prospective results obtained. The abstract sent to the organization is reported in the
Figure 8.2 at the next pag. 117. Moreover, at the same international and prestigious
event, one of my supervisor at the British institute, Prof. Daniele Vigolo, will present,
in a fifteen minute speech, the results obtained in this work, with a further significant
experiment explained in the Section 8.2. The abstract for his accepted speech at
APS-DFD’16 conference is shown in the Figure 8.3 at pag. 118.
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Ghost Particle Velocimetry implementation in millimeters
devices and comparison with µPIV
Marco Riccomia, Federico Alberinib, Elisabetta Brunazzia, Daniele Vigolob
aDepartment of Civil and Industrial Engineering, Università di Pisa, I-56126 Pisa, Italy;
bSchool of Chemical Engineering, University of Birmingham, B15 2TT, UK;
Micro/milli-fluidic devices are becoming an important reference for several disci-
plines and are quickly increasing their applications in scientific, as well as industrial,
environment. As a consequence, the development of techniques able to analyse these
kinds of systems is required to allow their progress. Here we show the implementation
of the Ghost Particle Velocimetry (GPV) for the flow velocity field investigation in
milli-fluidic devices. This innovative technique has been recently introduced, and has
been already proven to be useful in describing rapid phenomenon at a small scale. In this
work, the GPV has been used to characterize the trapping of light suspended material
in a branching junction. Experiments have been performed to identify the flow velocity
field close to a millimeters scale T-junction, at different Reynolds numbers. Particularly
interesting are the complex structures, such as vortices and recirculation zones, induced
by the vortex breakdown phenomenon. The results obtained have been deeply validated
and compared with the well-established µPIV, highlighting the differences in terms of
qualitative and quantitative parameters. A performance comparison has been designed
to underline the strengths and weaknesses of the two experimental techniques.
Key works: microfluidic, µPIV, GPV, Experimental Fluid Dynamics, vortex breakdown
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Figure 8.2: Abstract submitted for the a poster presentation at APS-DFD’16 conference.
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Flow Visualization of the Trapping Induced by Vortex
Breakdown at a Junction
Daniele Vigoloa, Marco Riccomib, Federico Alberinia, Elisabetta Brunazzib, Jesse
T. Aultc, Howard A. Stonec
aSchool of Chemical Engineering, University of Birmingham, B15 2TT, UK;
bDepartment of Civil and Industrial Engineering, Università di Pisa, I-56126 Pisa, Italy;
cDepartment of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton,
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Here we present experimental investigations of the vortex breakdown happening at
a T-, Y- or “arrow” shaped junction responsible for the trapping of light material
suspended in solution. Considering the ubiquitous nature of T-junctions and bifurcation
in general, in industrial as well as biological environments, it is extremely interesting to
better understand how this trapping phenomenon happens. In particular, we observed
the flow profiles at different sections in order to perform a three-dimensional study of
complex structures, such as vortices and recirculation zones, that develop at a bifurcation.
We explored Reynolds number ranging from 50 to about 500 for different milli-fluidic
devices. Thus we compared standard micro-PIV and a novel optical technique, the
Ghost Particle Velocimetry (GPV), that was recently introduced, to investigate the
onset of vortex breakdown. Moreover, the experimental results were compared with
single-phase OpenFoam numerical simulations performed in the same flow conditions.
Finally, we studied the mutual influence of a trapped particle on the flow field inside the
recirculation zone by fully exploiting the capability of GPV to produce 3D flow field
with a spatial resolution of few tens of microns.
Key works: microfluidic, µPIV, GPV, particle trapping, vortex breakdown
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The GPV shall be used to map the flow velocity field around the suspended material
trapped inside a branching junction. The mentioned particles lightly alter the solvent
fluid flow, according to their characheristic size. The extremely small tracers (200nm)
utilized by the technique, allow to visualize this phenomenon without perturbing the
flow itself. The result can be achieved just increasing the optical magnification (20×or
probably 40×), without a strong modification of the main experimental settings. As it
has been pointed out on the conclusions, the µPIV is difficult to implement with very
small tracers, while a two coupling approch is required for characterise the phenomenon
with numerical simulations. This additional work can further highlight the considerable




GPV flow velocity field
1 %%%%%%% ∗Create the Flow v e l o c i t y f i e l d ∗ %%%%%%
2
3 c l e a r a l l
4 c l o s e a l l
5 c l c
6
7 di sp ( ’ Create the Flow v e l o c i t y f i e l d ’ ) ;
8
9 %% Data import procedure %%
10
11 % Name o f the f i l e imported
12 f i l ename = ’PIVlab_0501 . txt ’ ;
13
14 % Import func t i on
15 s = csvread ( f i l ename , 3 , 0 ) ;
16
17 di sp ( ’ ’ ) ;
18 d i sp l ay ( ’Data Loading Completed ’ ) ;
19
20 %% Reordered Matrix
21
22 % Experiments parametres
23 Re = 250 ; % Reynolds number
24 nu = 1 . 0 0 9 ; % Kinematic v i s c o s i t y in mmq/ s
25 L = 2 ; % Late ra l s i d e dimension in mm
26 Usup = (nu/L) ∗(Re/1000) ; % Sup e r f i c i a l v e l o c i t y in m/ s
27
28 d = s i z e ( s ) ; % Dimensions o f s ( Vector o f m rows
and n coloums )
29 sz = d (1 , 1 ) ; % Number o f rows
30
31 X = s ( : , 1 ) ; % x−ax i s coo rd ina te
32 Y = s ( : , 2 ) ; % y−ax i s coo rd ina te
33 U = s ( : , 3 ) ; % Hor i zonta l component o f v e l o c i t y
34 V = s ( : , 4 ) ; % Ve r t i c a l component pf v e l o c i t y
121
35
36 % Find the dimension o f f i n a l matrix ( p i c tu r e o f f low v e l o c i t y
f i e l d )
37 div = d i f f ( s ( : , 1 ) ) ; % D i f f e r r e n c e between x−e lements
38 szM0 = f i nd ( div~=0) ; % Number o f no−nu l l e lements
39 szM = szM0 (1 , 1 ) ; % Number o f rows o f the f i n a l
matrix
40 szM1 = sz /szM ; % Number o f coloums o f the f i n a l
matrix
41
42 % I n i t i a l i z a t i o n f o r the f i n a l matrix
43 sM = ze ro s (szM , szM1) ; % Ve loc i ty magnitude
44 sMx = ze ro s (szM , szM1) ; % u component o f v e l o c i t y
45 sMy = ze ro s (szM , szM1) ; % v component o f v e l o c i t y
46
47 % I n i z i a l i z a t i o n f o r r eo rde r matrix
48 Mag=ze ro s ( sz , 1 ) ; % Ve loc i ty magnitude
49 Magx=ze ro s ( sz , 1 ) ; % u component o f v e l o c i t y
50 Magy=ze ro s ( sz , 1 ) ; % v component o f v e l o c i t y
51
52 f o r i = 1 : 1 : sz
53 Magx( i , 1 ) = s ( i , 3 ) ;
54 Magy( i , 1 ) = s ( i , 4 ) ;
55 Mag( i , 1 ) = ( ( ( s ( i , 3 ) ) ^2)+(( s ( i , 4 ) ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;
56 end
57
58 % Reorder ing proce s s
59 szMx0 = 1 ;
60 j = szM1 ;
61 f o r i = 1 : 1 : ( szM1)
62 szMx = szMx0 ;
63 smx = s (szMx , 1 ) ;
64 Xm = f ind ( s ( : , 1 )==smx) ;
65 MagM = Mag(Xm, 1 ) ;
66 MagMx = Magx(Xm, 1 ) ;
67 MagMy = Magy(Xm, 1 ) ;
68 sMx ( : , j ) = MagMx;
69 sMy ( : , j ) = MagMy;
70 sM( : , j ) = MagM;
71 j = j − 1 ;
72 szMx0 = szMx + szM ;
73 end
74
75 [ q , l ] = s i z e (sMx) ;
76 sMx2 = ze ro s (q , l ) ;
77 f o r j = 1 : 1 : l
78 f o r i = 1 : 1 : q





83 di sp ( ’ ’ ) ;
84 d i sp l ay ( ’Data Reorder ing completed ’ ) ;
85
86 %% Resu l t s %%
87
88 sMx2 = sMx2 . /Usup ; % Normal i tat ion o f v e l o c i t y
89
90 % Window f o r a c o r r e c t comparison with uPIV (manually i n s e r t e d )
91 Ycount = Y( 1 : szM , 1 ) ∗1000 ;
92 D = Ycount (4 , 1 ) − Ycount (3 , 1 ) ;
93 Xcount = ze ro s ( szM1 , 1 ) ;
94 f o r i =1:1 : szM1
95 Xcount ( i ) = i ∗D;
96 end
97
98 Startx0 = f i nd (Xcount ( : , 1 ) >0.0) ;
99 Startx = min ( Startx0 ) ;
100 Starty0 = f i nd (Ycount ( : , 1 ) >0.0) ;
101 Starty = min ( Starty0 ) ;
102 Endx0 = f i nd (Xcount ( : , 1 ) <3) ;
103 Endx = max(Endx0) ;
104 Endy0 = f i nd (Ycount ( : , 1 ) <3) ;
105 Endy = max(Endy0) ;
106
107 % Creat ing the mask
108 New2 = ze ro s (Endy−Starty+1,Endx−Startx+1) ;
109 k = 0 ;
110 f o r i = 1 : 1 : q ;
111 i f i>=Starty & i<=Endy
112 k = k + 1 ;
113 f = 0 ;
114 f o r j = 1 : 1 : l ;
115 i f j>=Startx & j<=Endx
116 f = f + 1 ;





122 tempNew2 = f ind (New2 ( : , : ) ==0) ; % Elements equal to zero
123 New2(tempNew2) = NaN; % Subs t i tu t i on with NaN
elements
124 c = max(New2) ; d = max( c ) ; % Max v e l o c i t y value
125 h = min (New2) ; g = min (h) ; % Min v e l o c i t y value
123
126 t = isnan (New2 ( : , : ) ) ; % NaN elements ( where the
mask i s )
127 tempNew2 = f ind ( t==1) ; % Log i ca l index o f NaN
elements
128 New2(tempNew2) = 5 ; % Subs t i tu t i on with high
value e lements
129
130 % Image f o r the c o r r e c t comparison with GPV
131 [ q , l ] = s i z e (New2) ;
132 Newfin = ze ro s ( q+2, l +2) ;
133 k = 1 ;
134 f o r i = 1 : 1 : q ;
135 k = k + 1 ;
136 f = 1 ;
137 f o r j = 1 : 1 : l ;
138 f = f + 1 ;




143 tempNewfin = f i nd ( Newfin ( : , : ) ==0) ; % Elements equal to zero




147 pmaxx = (Xcount ( l , 1 ) +(2∗D) ) ;
148 pmaxy = Ycount (q , 1 ) +(2∗D) ;
149 x = l i n s p a c e (0 ,pmaxx , l +2) ;
150 y = l i n s p a c e (0 ,pmaxy , q+2) ;
151
152 % For s i z i n g the f i g u r e
153 x f i g = 1024 ; % x f i g u r e dimension
154 y f i g = 1024 ; % y f i g u r e dimension
155
156 % Important parameters
157 di sp ( ’ ’ ) ;
158 di sp ( ’ Important parameters ’ ) ;
159 Value = [ pmaxx , pmaxy ; g , d ] ;
160 Name = { ’x − y ’ ; ’min − max ’ } ;
161 Table = tab l e (Value , ’RowNames ’ ,Name) ;
162 di sp ( Table ) ;
163
164 % Veloc i ty p l o t
165 f i g u r e ( ’Name ’ , ’ Resu l t s ’ ) ;
166 %f i g u r e ( ’ Pos i t ion ’ , [ 1 0 10 x f i g y f i g ] , ’ Res ize ’ , ’ o f f ’ ) ;
167 contour f (x , y , Newfin , 1000 , ’ edgeco l o r ’ , ’ none ’ ) ; % 1000 i s the
number o f shades o f c o l ou r s
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168 colormap ( j e t ) ; % Type o f
colormap
169 c ax i s ( [ g d ] ) ; % Minimum to
maximum COLOUR s c a l e%%%
170 hold on
171
172 % General p l o t
173 t i t l e ( ’ Flow v e l o c i t y f i e l d / z = 0.20 mm ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,24) ;
174 s e t ( gca , ’ FontSize ’ , 20) ;
175 s e t ( gcf , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ white ’ ) ;
176 x l ab e l ( ’ x [mm] ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,22 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ ) ;
177 y l ab e l ( ’ y [mm] ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,22 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ ) ;
178 l o l = co l o rba r ( ’ FontSize ’ , 22) ;
179 l o l . Label . S t r ing = ’ Normalized mean ho r i z on t a l component o f
v e l o c i t y ’ ;
180 %%% ================= %%%%
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µPIV flow velocity field
1 %%%%%% ∗Create the Flow v e l o c i t y f i e l d ∗ %%%%%%
2 c l e a r a l l
3 c l o s e a l l
4 c l c
5
6 di sp ( ’ Create the Flow v e l o c i t y f i e l d ’ ) ;
7 nframe = 200 ; % Number o f frames
8
9 %% Data import procedure %%
10
11 f o r i =1:1 : nframe ;
12 i f i <= 9
13 f i l ename = [ ’ 2mm_Re400a00000 ’ , i n t 2 s t r ( i ) , ’ . T000 . D000 . P000 .
H000 .L . vec ’ ] ;
14 e l s e i f 100 > i && i >= 10
15 f i l ename = [ ’ 2mm_Re400a0000 ’ , i n t 2 s t r ( i ) , ’ . T000 . D000 . P000 .
H000 .L . vec ’ ] ;
16 e l s e i f 1000 > i && i > 99
17 f i l ename = [ ’ 2mm_Re400a000 ’ , i n t 2 s t r ( i ) , ’ . T000 . D000 . P000 .
H000 .L . vec ’ ] ;
18 end
19
20 % Import func t i on
21 s = csvread ( f i l ename , 1 , 0 ) ;
22
23 % Fix the dimension o f Array s
24 i f i == 1
25 [m, n ] = s i z e ( s ) ;
26 temp = ze ro s (m, n) ;
27 end
28
29 s = s+temp ;
30 temp = s ;
31 end
32
33 s = s . / nframe ;
34 di sp ( ’ ’ ) ;
35 d i sp l ay ( ’Data Loading Completed ’ ) ;
36
37 %% Reorder ing Process
38
39 % Experiments parametres
40 Re = 400 ; % Reynolds number
41 nu = 1 . 0 0 9 ; % Kinematic v i s c o s i t y in mmq/ s
42 L = 2 ; % Late ra l s i d e dimension in mm
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43 Usup = (nu/L) ∗(Re/1000) ; % Sup e r f i c i a l v e l o c i t y
44
45 X = s ( : , 1 ) ; % x−ax i s coo rd ina te
46 Y = s ( : , 2 ) ; % y−ax i s coo rd ina te
47 U = s ( : , 3 ) ; % Hor i zonta l component o f v e l o c i t y






54 sx=f i nd ( xin < X & X < xout ) ;
55 sxy=Y( sx ) ;
56 sxU=U( sx ) ;
57 sxV=V( sx ) ;
58 sx=X( sx ) ;
59
60 sy=f i nd ( yout < sxy & sxy < yin ) ;
61 syx=sx ( sy ) ;
62 syU=sxU( sy ) ;
63 syV=sxV( sy ) ;
64 sy=sxy ( sy ) ;
65
66 s=[ syx sy syU syV ] ;
67
68 sz = s i z e ( s ) ; % Dimensions o f s ( Vector o f m rows and
n coloums )
69 sz = sz (1 , 1 ) ; % Number o f rows o f s ( number o f po int
in every frames )
70
71 % I n i t i a l i z a t i o n
72 Mag=ze ro s ( sz , 1 ) ; % Ve loc i ty magnitude
73 Magx=ze ro s ( sz , 1 ) ; % u component o f v e l o c i t y
74 Magy=ze ro s ( sz , 1 ) ; % v component o f v e l o c i t y
75
76 sZM0 = d i f f ( sy ) ;
77 szM = f ind (sZM0~=0) ;
78 szM = szM(1 ,1 ) ;
79
80 f o r i = 1 : sz
81 Magx( i , 1 ) = s ( i , 3 ) ;
82 Magy( i , 1 ) = s ( i , 4 ) ;
83 Mag( i , 1 ) = ( ( ( s ( i , 3 ) ) ^2)+(( s ( i , 4 ) ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;
84 end
85
86 % I n i t i a l i z a t i o n o f f i n a l matrix
87 sM=ze ro s (szM , szM) ;
88 sMx=ze ro s (szM , szM) ;
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93 f o r i =1:szM
94 szMx=(szMx0+1) ;
95 smx=s (szMx , 2 ) ;
96 Xm=f ind ( s ( : , 2 )==smx) ;
97 MagM=Mag(Xm, 1 ) ;
98 MagMx=Magx(Xm, 1 ) ;
99 MagMy=Magy(Xm, 1 ) ;
100 sMx( j , : )=MagMx’ ;
101 sMy( j , : )=MagMy’ ;





107 i 0 =1;
108 i 1=szM ;
109 szM1=(sz /szM) ;
110 f o r i =1:szM1
111 Y( i 0 : i1 , 1 ) = s ( ( szM1−( i −1) ) ,1 ) ;
112 i 0=(szM∗ i ) +1;
113 i 1=szM+(szM∗ i ) ;
114 end
115
116 di sp ( ’ ’ ) ;
117 d i sp l ay ( ’Data r eo rd e r i ng Completed ’ ) ;
118
119 %% Resu l t s %%
120
121 sMx = sMx./Usup ; % Normal i tat ion o f v e l o c i t y
122 m = s i z e (sMx) ; % Dimensions o f the image matrix
123
124 % Find the l a s t coloum with ve c to r s on each row
125 l c = ze ro s (m(1 , 1 ) ,2 ) ;
126 f o r i = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 ) ;
127 t = 0 ;
128 f o r j = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 ) ;
129 i f sMx( i , j ) ~=0;
130 t = j ;
131 end
132 end
133 l c ( i , 2 ) = t ;




137 % Find the f i r s t coloum with ve c to r s on each row
138 f c = ze ro s (m(1 , 1 ) ,2 ) ; t = 0 ;
139 f o r i = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 ) ;
140 f o r j = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 ) ;
141 i f sMx( i , j ) ~=0;




146 f c ( i , 2 ) = t ;
147 f c ( i , 1 ) = i ;
148 end
149
150 % To f i nd the c o r r e c t minimum
151 f o r i = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 )
152 i f f c ( i , 2 ) == 0 ;




157 % Find the l a s t row on each coloum
158 l r = ze ro s (m(1 , 1 ) ,2 ) ;
159 f o r j = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 ) ;
160 t = 0 ;
161 f o r i = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 ) ;
162 i f sMx( i , j ) ~=0;
163 t = i ;
164 end
165 end
166 l r ( j , 2 ) = t ;
167 l r ( j , 1 ) = j ;
168 end
169
170 % Find the f i r s t row with v e c t r o r s on each coloum
171 f r = ze ro s (m(1 , 1 ) ,2 ) ;
172 f o r j = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 ) ;
173 t = 0 ;
174 f o r i = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 ) ;
175 i f sMx( i , j ) ~=0;




180 f r ( j , 2 ) = t ;
181 f r ( j , 1 ) = j ;
182 end
183
184 % To c a l c o l a t e the r i g h t minimum of row
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185 f o r i = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 )
186 i f f r ( i , 2 ) == 0 ;




191 % Right dimension o f the graph
192 n = min ( f c ( : , 2 ) ) ; o = min ( f r ( : , 2 ) ) ;
193 w = max( l c ( : , 2 ) ) ; v = max( l r ( : , 2 ) ) ;
194
195 % Orig in o f sMx at l e f t − low corner
196 New = ze ro s (v−o ,w−n) ;
197 f o r i = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 ) ;
198 k = 1 ;
199 i f i >= o && i<= v
200 k = k + i − o ;
201 f o r j = 1 : 1 :m(1 , 1 ) ;
202 f = 1 ;
203 i f j>= n && j<= w
204 f = f + j − n ;






211 % Window f o r a c o r r e c t comparison with GPV (manually i n s e r t e d )
212 [ q , l ] = s i z e (New) ;
213 Xcount = X( 1 : l , 1 ) ;
214 Ycount = X( 1 : q , 1 ) ;
215 Startx0 = f i nd (Xcount ( : , 1 ) >0.0) ;
216 Startx = min ( Startx0 ) ;
217 Starty0 = f i nd (Ycount ( : , 1 ) >0.0) ;
218 Starty = min ( Starty0 ) ;
219 Endx0 = f i nd (Xcount ( : , 1 ) <1.8) ;
220 Endx = max(Endx0) ;
221 Endy0 = f i nd (Ycount ( : , 1 ) <1.7) ;
222 Endy = max(Endy0) ;
223
224 % Creat ing the Mask
225 [ q , l ] = s i z e (New) ;
226 New2 = ze ro s (Endy−Starty+2,Endx−Startx+1) ; % ( t h i s case only )
227 k = 1 ;
228 f o r i = 1 : 1 : q ;
229 i f i>=Starty && i<=Endy
230 k = k + 1 ;
231 f = 0 ;
232 f o r j = 1 : 1 : l ;
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233 i f j>=Startx && j<=Endx
234 f = f + 1 ;






241 tempNew2 = f ind (New2 ( : , : ) ==0) ; % Elements equal to zero
242 New2(tempNew2) = NaN; % Subs t i tu t i on with NaN
elements
243 c = max(New2) ; d = max( c ) ; % Max v e l o c i t y value
244 h = min (New2) ; g = min (h) ; % Min v e l o c i t y value
245 t = isnan (New2 ( : , : ) ) ; % NaN elements ( where the
mask i s )
246 tempNew2 = f ind ( t==1) ; % Log i ca l index o f NaN
elements
247 New2(tempNew2) = 5 ; % Subs t i tu t i on with high
value e lements
248
249 % Image f o r the c o r r e c t comparison with GPV
250 [ q , l ] = s i z e (New2) ;
251 Newfin = ze ro s ( q+2, l +2) ;
252 k = 1 ;
253 f o r i = 1 : 1 : q ;
254 k = k + 1 ;
255 f = 1 ;
256 f o r j = 1 : 1 : l ;
257 f = f + 1 ;




262 tempNewfin = f i nd ( Newfin ( : , : ) ==0) ; % Elements equal to zero




266 D = Xcount (2 , 1 ) − Xcount (1 , 1 ) ;
267 pmaxx = Xcount ( l , 1 ) +(2∗D) ;
268 pmaxy = Xcount (q , 1 ) +(2∗D) ;
269 x = l i n s p a c e (0 ,pmaxx , l +2) ;
270 y = l i n s p a c e (0 ,pmaxy , q+2) ;
271
272 % For s i z i n g the f i g u r e qua l i t y
273 x f i g = 1024 ; % x f i g u r e dimension
274 y f i g = 1024 ; % y f i g u r e dimension
275
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276 % Important parameters
277 di sp ( ’ ’ ) ;
278 di sp ( ’ Important parameters ’ ) ;
279 Value = [ pmaxx , pmaxy ; g , d ] ;
280 Name = { ’x − y ’ ; ’min − max ’ } ;
281 Table = tab l e (Value , ’RowNames ’ ,Name) ;
282 di sp ( Table ) ;
283
284 % Veloc i ty p l o t
285 %f i g u r e ( ’Name’ , ’ Results ’ ) ;
286 f i g u r e ( ’ Po s i t i on ’ , [ 1 0 10 x f i g y f i g ] , ’ Res i ze ’ , ’ o f f ’ )
287 contour f (x , y , Newfin , 1000 , ’ edgeco l o r ’ , ’ none ’ ) ; % 100 i s the
number o f shades o f c o l ou r s
288 colormap ( j e t )%%%(gray ) f o r g r e y s c a l e or ( j e t ) f o r co l ou r%%%
289 c ax i s ( [ g d ] )%%%minimum to maximum COLOUR s c a l e%%%
290 hold on
291
292 % General p l o t
293 t i t l e ( ’ Flow v e l o c i t y f i e l d / Re = 400 ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,20) ;
294 s e t ( gca , ’ FontSize ’ , 16)
295 x l ab e l ( ’ x [mm] ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ )
296 y l ab e l ( ’ y [mm] ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ )
297 co l o rba r ( ’ FontSize ’ , 16) ;
298 %%% ===== %%%
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Steady state validation
1 %%%% ∗ ∗Steady s t a t e v a l i d a t i o n ∗ ∗ %%%%
2 % _Image import procedure_
3
4 c l e a r a l l , c l o s e a l l
5 c l c
6
7 f rames = 500 ;
8
9 % I n i z i a l i z z a z i o n e
10 U = ze ro s (5 , frames ) ;
11 V = ze ro s (5 , frames ) ;
12 Um = ze ro s (5 , frames ) ;
13 Vm = ze ro s (5 , frames ) ;
14 Umn = ze ro s (5 , frames ) ;
15 Vmn = ze ro s (5 , frames ) ;
16
17 % Experiments parametres
18 Re = 250 ; % Reynolds number
19 nu = 1 . 0 0 9 ; % Kinematic v i s c o s i t y in mmq/ s
20 L = 2 ; % Late ra l s i d e dimension in mm
21 Usup = (nu/L) ∗(Re/1000) ; % Sup e r f i c i a l v e l o c i t y in m/ s
22
23 %Ca l co l a t i on
24 f o r i =1:1 : frames
25
26 %% pathway f o r the exported data , from PIVlab
27 i f i <=9;
28 f i l ename = [ ’ PIVlab_000 ’ , i n t 2 s t r ( i ) , ’ . tx t ’ ] ;
29 e l s e i f i >=10 && i <=99;
30 f i l ename = [ ’PIVlab_00 ’ , i n t 2 s t r ( i ) , ’ . tx t ’ ] ;
31 e l s e i >=100 && i<=frames ;
32 f i l ename = [ ’PIVlab_0 ’ , i n t 2 s t r ( i ) , ’ . txt ’ ] ;
33 end
34
35 %% Array o f e l abora t ed immages
36 s = csvread ( f i l ename , 4 , 0 ) ; % Array o f frames row and 5
column
37
38 %% Points o f i n t e r e s t
39 % Find the po s i t i o n on the array s
40 p1 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0004901130796 & s ( : , 2 )
==0.0012710401440) ;
41 p2 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0004901130796 & s ( : , 2 )
==0.0004250358242) ;
42 p3 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0008805766118 & s ( : , 2 )
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==0.0008480379842) ;
43 p4 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0013361174000 & s ( : , 2 )
==0.0012710401440) ;
44 p5 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0013361174000 & s ( : , 2 )
==0.0004250358242) ;
45
46 %% Components o f v e l o c i t y at the s e l e c t e d po in t s (rownumb=
point )
47 % Create the Array U and V of the ho r i z on t a l and v e r t i c a l
v e l o c i t y
48 % component i n s i d e the d i f f e r e n t frames and d i f f e r e n t
po in t s
49
50 U(1 , i )=s (p1 , 3 ) ; % The number 3 i s f o r the ho r i z on t a l
component (u)
51 U(2 , i )=s (p2 , 3 ) ;
52 U(3 , i )=s (p3 , 3 ) ;
53 U(4 , i )=s (p4 , 3 ) ;
54 U(5 , i )=s (p5 , 3 ) ;
55
56 V(1 , i )=s (p1 , 4 ) ; % The number 4 i s f o r the ho r i z on t a l
component (v )
57 V(2 , i )=s (p2 , 4 ) ;
58 V(3 , i )=s (p3 , 4 ) ;
59 V(4 , i )=s (p4 , 4 ) ;
60 V(5 , i )=s (p5 , 4 ) ;
61
62 %% Mean components o f v e l o c i t y at the s e l e c t e d po in t s
63 % Every i−s tep make the sum of a l l component on the row (
po int )
64 % and d iv id e i t f o r the s tep i t s e l f
65
66
67 Um(1 , i )=(sum(U( 1 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ; % The number 2 i n d i c a t e s that
the sum i s on
68 Um(2 , i )=(sum(U( 2 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ; % the coloum of the array (
vec to r ) U( po int )
69 Um(3 , i )=(sum(U( 3 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
70 Um(4 , i )=(sum(U( 4 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
71 Um(5 , i )=(sum(U( 5 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
72
73 Vm(1 , i )=(sum(V( 1 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
74 Vm(2 , i )=(sum(V( 2 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
75 Vm(3 , i )=(sum(V( 3 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
76 Vm(4 , i )=(sum(V( 4 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
77 Vm(5 , i )=(sum(V( 5 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
78
79 %% Normalized mean componets o f v e l o c i t y at d i f f e r e n t
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po in t s
80
81 Umn(1 , i )=Um(1 , i ) /Usup ;
82 Umn(2 , i )=Um(2 , i ) /Usup ;
83 Umn(3 , i )=Um(3 , i ) /Usup ;
84 Umn(4 , i )=Um(4 , i ) /Usup ;
85 Umn(5 , i )=Um(5 , i ) /Usup ;
86
87 Vmn(1 , i )=Vm(1 , i ) /Usup ;
88 Vmn(2 , i )=Vm(2 , i ) /Usup ;
89 Vmn(3 , i )=Vm(3 , i ) /Usup ;
90 Vmn(4 , i )=Vm(4 , i ) /Usup ;




95 %% Technique performances %%%%%%%
96
97 % Ca l co l a t i on o f e r r o r compare to the i n f i n i t e va lue and
de r i va t e o f v e l o c i t y
98 e = ze ro s (5 , frames ) ;
99 der = ze ro s (5 , frames ) ;
100
101 f o r k = 1 : 1 : frames
102 e (1 , k ) = abs ( ( (Umn(1 , frames )−Umn(1 , k ) ) /Umn(1 , frames ) ) ) ;
103 e (2 , k ) = abs ( ( (Umn(2 , frames )−Umn(2 , k ) ) /Umn(2 , frames ) ) ) ;
104 e (3 , k ) = abs ( ( (Umn(3 , frames )−Umn(3 , k ) ) /Umn(3 , frames ) ) ) ;
105 e (4 , k ) = abs ( ( (Umn(4 , frames )−Umn(4 , k ) ) /Umn(4 , frames ) ) ) ;
106 e (5 , k ) = abs ( ( (Umn(5 , frames )−Umn(5 , k ) ) /Umn(5 , frames ) ) ) ;
107
108 i f k < frames
109 der (1 , k ) = abs ( (Umn(1 , k+1)−Umn(1 , k ) ) ) /Umn(1 , k ) ;
110 der (2 , k ) = abs ( (Umn(2 , k+1)−Umn(2 , k ) ) ) /Umn(2 , k ) ;
111 der (3 , k ) = abs ( (Umn(3 , k+1)−Umn(3 , k ) ) ) /Umn(3 , k ) ;
112 der (4 , k ) = abs ( (Umn(4 , k+1)−Umn(4 , k ) ) ) /Umn(4 , k ) ;





118 IAE = ze ro s (5 , 1 ) ;
119 ISE = ze ro s (5 , 1 ) ;
120 f o r j = 1 : 1 : frames
121 IAE(1 , 1 ) = IAE(1 , 1 ) + e (1 , j ) ;
122 IAE(2 , 1 ) = IAE(2 , 1 ) + e (2 , j ) ;
123 IAE(3 , 1 ) = IAE(3 , 1 ) + e (3 , j ) ;
124 IAE(4 , 1 ) = IAE(4 , 1 ) + e (4 , j ) ;
125 IAE(5 , 1 ) = IAE(5 , 1 ) + e (5 , j ) ;
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126
127 ISE (1 , 1 ) = ISE (1 , 1 ) + e (1 , j ) ^2;
128 ISE (2 , 1 ) = ISE (2 , 1 ) + e (2 , j ) ^2;
129 ISE (3 , 1 ) = ISE (3 , 1 ) + e (3 , j ) ^2;
130 ISE (4 , 1 ) = ISE (4 , 1 ) + e (4 , j ) ^2;
131 ISE (5 , 1 ) = ISE (5 , 1 ) + e (5 , j ) ^2;
132 end
133
134 IAEtot = 0 ; ISEtot = 0 ;
135 f o r f =1:1:5
136 IAEtot = IAEtot + IAE( f , 1 ) ;
137 ISEtot = ISEtot + ISE ( f , 1 ) ;
138 end
139
140 %% Resu l t s %%
141
142 % Vector f o r the frame number
143 Frame = l i n s p a c e (1 , frames , frames ) ;
144
145 % For s i z i n g the f i g u r e
146 x f i g = 1024 ; % x f i g u r e dimension
147 y f i g = 1024 ; % y f i g u r e dimension
148
149 f i g u r e ( ’Name ’ , ’ Result ’ )
150 p lo t (Frame ,Umn, ’ LineWidth ’ , 1 . 5 ) ;
151 s e t ( gca , ’ FontSize ’ , 16)
152 t i t l e ( ’ Steady State and S t a b i l i t y Va l idat i on ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,22)
153 x l ab e l ( ’ frames ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
154 y l ab e l ( ’ Normalized mean ho r i z on t a l component o f v e l o c i t y ’ , ’
FontSize ’ ,18)
155 l egend ( ’ p1 ’ , ’ p2 ’ , ’ p3 ’ , ’ p4 ’ , ’ p5 ’ , ’ Locat ion ’ , ’ nor theas t ’ ) ;
156 s e t ( legend , ’ FontSize ’ ,16)
157 ylim ( [ 0 . 3 0 . 7 5 ] ) ;
158
159 % Frame number to ach ieve the Steady s t a t e
160 f o r h=1:1 : ( frames−1)
161 i f e ( : , h ) <= 0.05 | ( e ( : , h ) <= 0.051 & der ( : , h ) <= 0 .005 )
162 di sp ( ’ Steady s t a t e i s ach ieved at ’ ) ;





168 % IAE , ISE : I n t e g r a l o f abso lu t and quadrat i c e r r o r
169 di sp ( ’ I n t e g r a l s o f e r r o r s ’ ) ;
170 Value = [ IAEtot ; ISEtot ] ;
171 Name = { ’IAE ’ ; ’ ISE ’ } ;
172 Table = tab l e (Value , ’RowNames ’ ,Name) ;
136
173 di sp ( Table ) ;




2 %%%% ∗ ∗Frame ra t e v a l i d a t i o n ∗ ∗ %%%%
3
4 % _Image import procedure_
5
6 c l e a r a l l , c l o s e a l l
7 c l c
8
9 di sp ( ’Frame ra t e v a l i d a t i o n ’ ) ;
10 f rames = 500 ;
11 nFR = 5 ;
12 npoint = 5 ;
13
14 % Experiments parametres
15 Re = 150 ; % Reynolds number
16 nu = 1 . 0 0 9 ; % Kinematic v i s c o s i t y in mmq/ s
17 L = 2 ; % Late ra l s i d e dimension in mm
18 Usup = (nu/L) ∗(Re/1000) ; % Sup e r f i c i a l v e l o c i t y in m/ s
19
20 Name = [3000 ,4000 ,5000 ,6000 ,7000 ] ;
21 Ufin = ze ro s (nFR, frames ) ;
22 e = ze ro s (nFR−1 ,2) ;
23
24 %Ca l co l a t i on
25 f o r k=1:1 :nFR
26
27 % I n i z i a l i z a t i o n
28 U = ze ro s ( npoint , frames ) ;
29 V = ze ro s ( npoint , frames ) ;
30 Um = ze ro s ( npoint , frames ) ;
31 Vm = ze ro s ( npoint , frames ) ;
32
33 f o r i =1 :1 : ( frames )
34
35 %% pathway f o r the exported data , from PIVlab
36 i f i <=9;
37 f i l ename = [ i n t 2 s t r (Name(k ) ) , ’ fps_ ’ , i n t 2 s t r ( i ) , ’ . txt ’ ] ;
38 e l s e i f i >=10 && i <=99;
39 f i l ename = [ i n t 2 s t r (Name(k ) ) , ’ fps_ ’ , i n t 2 s t r ( i ) , ’ . txt ’ ] ;
40 e l s e i >=100 && i<=frames ;
41 f i l ename = [ i n t 2 s t r (Name(k ) ) , ’ fps_ ’ , i n t 2 s t r ( i ) , ’ . txt ’ ] ;
42 end
43
44 %% Array o f e l abora t ed immages




47 %% Points o f i n t e r e s t
48 % Find the po s i t i o n on the array s
49 i f k <=4
50 p1 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0005245407431 & s ( : , 2 )
==0.0015368839670) ;
51 p2 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0005245407431 & s ( : , 2 )
==0.0005245407431) ;
52 p3 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0010470404720 & s ( : , 2 )
==0.0010470404720) ;
53 p4 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0015368839670 & s ( : , 2 )
==0.0015368839670) ;
54 p5 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0015368839670 & s ( : , 2 )
==0.0005245407431) ;
55
56 e l s e






62 %% Components o f v e l o c i t y at the s e l e c t e d po in t s (rownumb=
point )
63 % Create the Array U and V of the ho r i z on t a l and v e r t i c a l
v e l o c i t y
64 % component i n s i d e the d i f f e r e n t frames and d i f f e r e n t
po in t s
65
66 U(1 , i )=s (p1 , 3 ) ; % The number 3 i s f o r the ho r i z on t a l
component (u)
67 U(2 , i )=s (p2 , 3 ) ;
68 U(3 , i )=s (p3 , 3 ) ;
69 U(4 , i )=s (p4 , 3 ) ;
70 U(5 , i )=s (p5 , 3 ) ;
71
72 V(1 , i )=s (p1 , 4 ) ; % The number 4 i s f o r the ho r i z on t a l
component (v )
73 V(2 , i )=s (p2 , 4 ) ;
74 V(3 , i )=s (p3 , 4 ) ;
75 V(4 , i )=s (p4 , 4 ) ;
76 V(5 , i )=s (p5 , 4 ) ;
77
78 %% Mean components o f v e l o c i t y at the s e l e c t e d po in t s
79 % Every i−s tep make the sum of a l l component on the row (
po int )




83 Um(1 , i )=(sum(U( 1 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ; % The number 2 i n d i c a t e s that
the sum i s on
84 Um(2 , i )=(sum(U( 2 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ; % the coloum of the array (
vec to r ) U( po int )
85 Um(3 , i )=(sum(U( 3 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
86 Um(4 , i )=(sum(U( 4 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
87 Um(5 , i )=(sum(U( 5 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
88
89 Vm(1 , i )=(sum(V( 1 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
90 Vm(2 , i )=(sum(V( 2 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
91 Vm(3 , i )=(sum(V( 3 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
92 Vm(4 , i )=(sum(V( 4 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
93 Vm(5 , i )=(sum(V( 5 , : ) , 2 ) ) / i ;
94
95 %% Normalized mean componets o f v e l o c i t y at d i f f e r e n t
po in t s
96
97 Umn(1 , i )=Um(1 , i ) /Usup ;
98 Umn(2 , i )=Um(2 , i ) /Usup ;
99 Umn(3 , i )=Um(3 , i ) /Usup ;
100 Umn(4 , i )=Um(4 , i ) /Usup ;
101 Umn(5 , i )=Um(5 , i ) /Usup ;
102
103 Vmn(1 , i )=Vm(1 , i ) /Usup ;
104 Vmn(2 , i )=Vm(2 , i ) /Usup ;
105 Vmn(3 , i )=Vm(3 , i ) /Usup ;
106 Vmn(4 , i )=Vm(4 , i ) /Usup ;
107 Vmn(5 , i )=Vm(5 , i ) /Usup ;
108





114 % Error between the d i f f e r e n t frame r a t e s
115 f o r k = 1 : 1 : ( nFR−1)
116 e (k , 2 ) = abs ( ( Ufin (k+1, frames )−Ufin (k , frames ) ) /Ufin (k+1,
frames ) ) ∗100 ;
117 end
118 di sp ( ’ ’ ) ;
119 di sp ( ’Data load ing completed ’ ) ;
120
121 % Axes
122 Frame = l i n s p a c e (1 ,500 ,500) ;
123
124 % For s i z i n g the f i g u r e
140
125 x f i g = 1024 ; % x f i g u r e dimension
126 y f i g = 1024 ; % y f i g u r e dimension
127
128 f i g u r e ( ’Name ’ , ’ Result ’ ) , p l o t (Frame , Ufin , ’ LineWidth ’ , 1 . 5 ) ;
129 %f i g u r e ( ’Name’ , ’ Result ’ , ’ Pos i t ion ’ , [ 1 0 10 x f i g y f i g ] , ’ Resize
’ , ’ o f f ’ ) ;
130 s e t ( gca , ’ FontSize ’ , 18)
131 t i t l e ( ’Frame ra t e v a l i d a t i o n ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 24) ;
132 x l ab e l ( ’ frames ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,20 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ ) ;
133 y l ab e l ( ’ Normalized mean ho r i z on t a l component o f v e l o c i t y ’ , ’
FontSize ’ ,20 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ ) ;
134 l o l = legend ( ’ 3000 fp s ’ , ’ 4000 fp s ’ , ’ 5000 fp s ’ , ’ 6000 fp s ’ , ’ 7000
fp s ’ , ’ Locat ion ’ , ’ nor theas t ’ ) ;
135 s e t ( l o l , ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
136 %ylim ( [ 0 . 2 5 0 . 3 5 ] ) ;
137
138 di sp ( ’ ’ )
139 di sp ( ’ Ca l co l a t i on terminated ’ )
140 d i sp l ay ( e ) ;
141 %%% ========== %%%
141
Concentration validation
1 %%%% ∗ ∗Concentrat ion va l i d a t i o n ∗ ∗ %%%%
2
3 % _Image import procedure_
4
5 c l e a r a l l , c l o s e a l l
6 c l c
7
8 di sp ( ’ Concentrat ion va l i d a t i o n ’ ) ;
9 nconc = 6 ;
10 npoint = 5 ;
11
12 % Experiments parametres
13 Re = 150 ; % Reynolds number
14 nu = 1 . 0 0 9 ; % Kinematic v i s c o s i t y in mmq/ s
15 L = 2 ; % Late ra l s i d e dimension in mm
16
17 Usup = (nu/L) ∗(Re/1000) ; % Sup e r f i c i a l v e l o c i t y in m/ s
18 %disp ( ’ S u p e r f i c i a l v e l o c i t y in m/s ’ ) ;
19 %di sp l ay (Usup) ;
20
21 Name = [ 1 , 5 , 1 , 1 5 , 2 , 2 5 ] ;
22 U = ze ro s ( npoint , nconc ) ;
23 V = ze ro s ( npoint , nconc ) ;
24 Um = ze ro s ( npoint , nconc ) ;
25 Vm = ze ro s ( npoint , nconc ) ;
26
27 %Ca l co l a t i on
28 f o r k=1:1 : nconc
29
30 %% pathway f o r the exported data , from PIVlab
31 i f k == 1 | k == 2 ;
32 f i l ename = [ ’ 0 . 0 ’ , i n t 2 s t r (Name(k ) ) , ’_0501 . txt ’ ] ;
33 e l s e




38 %% Array o f e l abora t ed immages
39 s = csvread ( f i l ename , 4 , 0 ) ; % Array o f frames row and 5 column
40
41 %% Points o f i n t e r e s t
42 % Find the po s i t i o n on the array s
43 i f k ~= 6 ;
44
45 p1 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0005245407431 & s ( : , 2 ) ==0.0015368839670) ;
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46 p2 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0005245407431 & s ( : , 2 ) ==0.0005245407431) ;
47 p3 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0010470404720 & s ( : , 2 ) ==0.0010470404720) ;
48 p4 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0015368839670 & s ( : , 2 ) ==0.0015368839670) ;
49 p5 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0015368839670 & s ( : , 2 ) ==0.0005245407431) ;
50
51 e l s e
52
53 p1 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0005234735199 & s ( : , 2 ) ==0.0015337570450) ;
54 p2 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0005234735199 & s ( : , 2 ) ==0.0005234735199) ;
55 p3 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0010449101780 & s ( : , 2 ) ==0.0010449101780) ;
56 p4 = f i nd ( s ( : , 1 ) ==0.0015337570450 & s ( : , 2 ) ==0.0015337570450) ;




61 %% Components o f v e l o c i t y at the s e l e c t e d po in t s (rownumb=
point )
62 % Create the Array U and V of the ho r i z on t a l and v e r t i c a l
v e l o c i t y
63 % component i n s i d e the d i f f e r e n t frames and d i f f e r e n t po in t s
64
65 U(1 , k )=s (p1 , 3 ) ; % The number 3 i s f o r the ho r i z on t a l component
(u)
66 U(2 , k )=s (p2 , 3 ) ;
67 U(3 , k )=s (p3 , 3 ) ;
68 U(4 , k )=s (p4 , 3 ) ;
69 U(5 , k )=s (p5 , 3 ) ;
70
71 V(1 , k )=s (p1 , 4 ) ; % The number 4 i s f o r the ho r i z on t a l component
(v )
72 V(2 , k )=s (p2 , 4 ) ;
73 V(3 , k )=s (p3 , 4 ) ;
74 V(4 , k )=s (p4 , 4 ) ;




79 Xax = [ 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 0 5 , 0 . 1 , 0 . 1 5 , 0 . 2 , 0 . 2 5 ] ;
80
81 f o r j = 1 : 1 : nconc
82 f i g u r e (1 ) , p l o t (Xax ,U) ;
83 t i t l e ( ’ Concentrat ion va l i d a t i o n −−− Optimizat ion ’ ) ;
84 x l ab e l ( ’ Concentrat ion o f p a r t i c l e s w/w ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’ Hor i zonta l
component o f v e l o c i t y ’ ) ;
85 l egend ( ’ p1 ’ , ’ p2 ’ , ’ p3 ’ , ’ p4 ’ , ’ p5 ’ , ’ Locat ion ’ , ’ nor theas t ’ ) ;




89 Um = ze ro s ( npoint , 1 ) ;
90 f o r i = 1 : 1 : npoint
91 Um( i , 1 ) = (U( i , 2 ) + U( i , 3 ) + U( i , 4 ) ) /3 ;
92 end
93
94 e = ze ro s ( npoint , nconc ) ;
95 f o r i =1:1 : nconc
96 f o r j =1:1 : npoint
97 e ( j , i ) = abs ( (U( j , i )−Um( j , 1 ) ) /Um( j , 1 ) ) ∗100 ;
98 end
99 end
100 d i sp l ay ( e ) ;
101 di sp ( ’ ’ )
102 di sp ( ’ Ca l co l a t i on terminated ’ )
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